Wowee...what a score this was! I found these large, spectacular, commemorative beer jugs while in Germany last. Rare as hen's teeth, they are from a bunch of German breweries, many of which no longer are in business. Large and gorgeous, they'll be the prize of your collection. Made of stoneware or glass, they all have lids secured with steel bales. The graphics are stunning. You could call 'em “beer-art” for sure. We show you here a sampling of them. They're all different, so we obviously couldn't show each one. We will ship them randomly, but rest assured, there are no disappointments. Each unique jug is truly a prize that won't ever be found readily again! They range in size from 11.5” to 15” tall, 4.5” to 6” Ø, and weigh between 3.5 to 4 lbs each. They all have a 2 liter capacity. HN75 $89
Our friend Peter Burkhardt, our undercover agent in Europe, just scored a large collection of antique beer steins, from an estate in Germany, just in time for this catalog! These are not only gorgeous, but also rare. Made in a much better quality than the new ones. We have them in glass and hand-painted and glazed stoneware, all with pewter lids. Some are flat-top lids, others have peaked lids. All are stunning, and a one-time chance at something fine and rare!

They are all big here. The steins came out of one collection, and the jugs out of another. It always warms the cockles when we run across collections like these! So, with that, have a chilly one, wear your masks and keep some distance, and we'll weather this storm. We thank you for your continued support and wish you a great New Year.

cheerfully, Justus Bauschinger
jb@ludditesinc.com

ANTIQUE BEER STEIN COLLECTION
Our friend Peter Burkhardt, our undercover agent in Europe, just scored a large collection of antique beer steins, from an estate in Germany, just in time for this catalog! These are not only gorgeous, but also rare. Made in a much better quality than the new ones. We have them in glass and hand-painted and glazed stoneware, all with pewter lids. Some are flat-top lids, others have peaked lids. All are stunning, and a one-time chance at something fine and rare! They are all either .4L or .5L capacity, and measure between about 6.5” to 9” tall.

PB006 Brewery Glass $89 (we have only 6 each)
PB007 Stoneware Peaked Lid $79
PB008 Stoneware Flat Lid $69

FABULOUS NEW SELECTION of DAVOSA WRISTWATCHES
In the current world of mechanical wristwatches, we truly disdain the exorbitant pricing that all of the "biggies" have! As I’ve said elsewhere, why pay the expensive AD-campaigns in glossy magazines and television? We have been selling these fine Swiss timepieces for over 25 years to become one of the largest purveyors of Davosa watches in the USA. In all those years, we have had only one watch that had to be sent back to the factory for a repair! We stand by them. They are as fine as anything made in Switzerland. If you are searching for something special, perhaps you’ll find an interesting, diving, pilot’s, or performance timepiece here. We’ve included a few, very interesting quartz watches too. We are proud to be the first dealer to showcase these fabulous wristwatches, just in time for the holidays.

ARGONAUTIC LUMIS T25 AUTOMATIC DIVER
When launched, this model attracted great interest due to borosilicate glass tubes filled with a mix of gaseous tritium that are positioned on the hands and hour markings. These ensure sustained luminosity even in complete darkness. The following details make this watch into a superlative: sapphire crystal, screw-down crown and back. Steel indices for the hour markings provide custom mounts for the gaseous tritium light sources that are embedded in a special shockproof gel. The inner dial zone has a guilloché pattern of abstract waves. The seconds hand is easy to read due to a luminous dot of Super- LumiNova. The date window has white figures set against a black background. A high-tech ceramic bezel rises conically between the stainless steel bezel and inner glass rim; the luminous dot of BGW9 Super-LumiNova in the centre of the top triangle provides additional orientation. The helium valve at 10 o’clock is clearly marked with the sign for helium. Has a DA3021, 25 jewels, automatic (self-winding) Swiss movement, with a 38 hr. power reserve. All stainless steel. Water resistant to 1000/630ATM. Lug width 22mm & is 43mm Ø x 13.8mm. Comes in elaborate wooden box with papers. Two-year factory warranty.

DAV57660 $989

ARGONAUTIC BRONZE TT Limited Edition of 300
Fabulous watch with satin-finished, stainless-steel case, with a marine-grade bronze bezel, with an illuminated dot in the triangle above the twelve indication, with a DA3021, 25 jewels, automatic (self-winding) movement, with a power reserve of 38 hours. Has a screw-down crown and back. Water resistant to 300ATM (300 meters), with a manual helium valve. Has super bright vintage SuperLumiNova in “old radium” on the indices and hands! Comes with an integrated rubber strap with stainless butterfly buckle. The lug width is 22mm. This fabulous watch measures 43 mm Ø x 13.5 mm. Each watch has its edition number engraved on the case back. Comes in elaborate wooden box with papers, Two-year factory warranty.

DAV52655 $1099

DAVOSA MILITARY GREEN Starting with the rugged, 316L stainless steel case, with screwed-in back, this fine watch has a convex sapphire crystal, military green dial, with large, easily read, luminous, Arabic indications, and hands. Has sweeping seconds hand. Three-day calendar at 3 o’clock. Waterproof down to 20ATM (200 meters), with a screw-down, double-sealed, large crown. Has the superb, workhorse, Swiss ETA 2824-2 automatic (self-winding), 25 Jewel movement. Comes with both a hydrophobic calf-leather and an OD nylon, straps. Two-year factory warranty. measures 42mm Ø x 12.8mm. DAV51174 $849

*SEE IMPORTANT MECHANICAL TIME-PIECE INFORMATION & ON PAGE 56...
ARGONAUTIC LUMIS T25
AUTOMATIC DIVER CHRONOGRAPH
Stunning diver chronograph, with PVD Gun black coating over stainless steel, with a ceramic lunette. This watch has a DAV3050, Swiss 25 Jewels, self-winding movement based on a Valjoux 7751. Has all of the features as the Automatic Diver, plus of course the chronograph functions! A stunning timepiece, that’s water resistant to 1000 ft/30 ATM. Has a power reserve of 38 hours. A rugged, complicated and stunning timepiece! Lug width 22mm. Measures 43mm Ø x 13.8mm. Comes in elaborate wooden box with papers. Two-year factory warranty. DAV50880 $1999

SPEEDLINE QUARTZ CHRONOMETER
We rarely feature quartz watches, since we are Luddites, but this chronofie we couldn’t resist! Beautifully realized in stainless steel, with a sapphire crystal, black dial, and screw-down crown. Has the renowned, analogue Swiss Ronda 5030 movement, which may be repaired (!) if necessary. All SuperLumiNova index luminosity. Screw-in case back. Has of course chronograph, date, and tachymeter. Fabulous quartz chrono that’s water resistant to 100 ft/10 ATM. Lug width 22mm. Measures 42mm Ø x 12mm. Comes in elaborate wooden box with papers. Two-year factory warranty. DAV47055 $479

TITANIUM AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH
Wow.., talk about a rugged, good for any activity, knockabout chrono! With a bullet-proof titanium case with screw in back, anti-glare sapphire crystal and shielded pushers, with a screw down crown, this is the timepiece you’d want for virtually any sports or work activity. Features a DAV3021 Swiss 25 Jewels, self-winding movement, with 38 hour power reserve. SuperLumiNova indices and hands. Full chronos and date functions. Water resistant to 5 ATM. Large and heavy, with integrated leather strap, it measures 46mm x 13.9mm. Comes in elaborate wooden box with papers. Two-year factory warranty. DAV50355 $2069

DAVOSA NEWTON MOON PHASE CHRONOGRAPH Ltd Ed of 300
A stunning, stainless steel chronograph, with serial plaque at 9 o’clock, with one of the most complicated movements ever devised, a DAV3051 based on a 25 Jewels Valjoux 7751. This automatic movement displays hours, minutes and seconds. It boasts a stopwatch function, a moon phase display and a date hand tipped with a red airplane silhouette, while the weekday, month and time are shown as a 24-hour display. Has finely emblishment movement, including pearlized and côte-circulaire bridges, blued screws, rhodium plating, and a newly constructed, highly skeletonized DAVOSA rotor with Geneva stripes. The stainless steel case, water resistant to 5 ATM, features a screw-down back, a viewing window, 44mm Ø and 14 mm height. The case has matte and polished surfaces, anti-reflective sapphire glass. Optimized for the needs of pilots, the hands are applied with raised, white luminescent material, along with raised luminescent figures. The timepiece comes with a black, smooth, cowhide strap with stitching. Comes in a beautiful wooden box with certificate and two-year factory warranty. DAVS8655 $2895

DAVOSA VINTAGE DIVER, QUARTZ
Truly a tribute to professional diving watches, of the early times, with many recognizable historical references: stainless steel egg-shaped 10 ATM water resistant case with typically curved crystal, printed SuperLuminova indices and bezel inlay made of aluminum. Has a Swiss Ronda 505/24h movement that allows the display of a second time zone, highlighted by the red hand. Stainless steel case measuring 39 mm Ø x 13.5 mm, with screw-down crown and case back. Unidirectional rotating bezel. Curved mineral crystal. Printed indices and hands with SuperLuminois. Sweep second hand. Calendar at 3:00. Stainless steel bracelet. This watch has everything! Comes in box with papers and two-year factory warranty. DAV50090 $459

AVIATOR FLY BACK CHRONOMETER
This chronograph distinguishes itself as a true pilot’s watch thanks to its fly-back function: pressing the pusher stops the current time measurement and the hand flies back to zero; upon releasing the pusher a new stopwatch process begins. This saves you vital seconds that may prove decisive when flying. A definite advantage of the fly-back function as opposed to a conventional chronograph stopwatch function! The case is a satined, partially polished, stainless steel, with fluted bezel. Has a screw-in case back. Sapphire crystal. Comes with either a silver-white or black face, with Arabic indcations. Has SuperLuminova luminosity. Water resistant to 5 ATM. Chronograph, date and Fly-back function. Has a fine Swiss-made Ronda quartz movement. Leather strap with signature pin buckle, and comes in a case with papers. Comes with a two-year factory warranty. 42mm Ø x 11.8mm thickness. DAV49915 (White) DAV49995 (Black) $469 each

A Classic, Affordable Diver
**DAVOSA ARGONAUTIC BRONZE**

*Ltd Ed of 300*

Bronze takes on a unique patina, (we send them sealed), because the surface will react to you physically, and pre-vailing climatic conditions. Which is to say, each watch will develop the individual patina of the owner! This is a first class divers watch! Good to 300 meters. Naturally has a Swiss Sellita SW200 precision, 25 jewels, 4 Hz automatic movement. Scratch-resistant sapphire crystal, with a screw-down back and crown. Has a satinized, rotatable bezel has an inlay of ceramic, detailed with Super-LumiNova, as are the hands and indices. Has a manual helium valve on the case side at 10:00. The back has a stylized diving helmet with water surround, and plate with an engraved serial number at 9:00. Calendar at 3:00. Has a specially coated strap for use in all conditions with a lug width of 22mm. The watch measures 42 mm Ø x 13.5 mm. Comes in a lacquered, wooden presentation case and two-year factory warranty

DAV58155 $1497

**APNEA DIVER AUTOMATIC**

The first striking feature is the multi-colored ring around the dial. The colors blue, white and red replicate an internationally recognized breathing exercise in free-diving: A breath is taken during the five-second blue phase, it is held for 15 seconds (white area) and then air is expelled over 10 seconds (red area). With the help of this color code, the free diver can concentrate fully on this vital breathing exercise without needing to count or use a stopwatch. The watch must be held in an upright position for these breathing exercises. By unscrewing the crown at 3 o’clock, the middle section of a slightly curved, 42 mm stainless steel case can be extracted. Thanks to a hinged ring that is attached to the middle section, the diver can now safely retract the remaining watch case while performing breathing exercises. Features a DAV53021 Swiss 25 jewels, self-winding movement, sapphire crystal, all stainless steel with screw in case back, PVD black plating, ceramic bezel, water resistant to 20 ATM, and rubber bracelet. Lug width 22mm. Measures 46mm Ø x 12.5mm. Comes in elaborate volcanic fiber box with changing tool, rubber strap and papers. Two-year factory warranty

DAV57055 $1289

**AXIS AUTOMATIC**

Very handsome, easily read, all stainless, 42mm automatic watch, with the venerable 25 jewel Swiss 2824 movement. Anti-glare sapphire, large, striking yet simple figures and indices, as well as self-confident hands. Calendar at 3:00. A coating of Super-LumiNova on the figures and hands ensures easy orientation, even at night. And as an extra design detail, the seconds hand and central indices are highlighted in red or orange. Screw in case back. Water resistant to 5 ATM. Mounted on top of a leather bracelet, so the cold never gets to your wrist! Comes with box & papers, two-year factory warranty.

DAX57296 $799

**VIREO DUAL TIME QUARTZ**

When the rest of the world lets us travel again, you’ll find this stunning watch damned useful! The Dual Time carries the names of cities in different time zones around the world. Corresponding with its functions, the Vireo Dual Time requires two crowns: The upper crown of the Dual Time serves to adjust the inner ring with the time zones. The lower crown is used to adjust the time and date, as well as the additional time zone hand. All stainless steel with screw-in back, mineral crystal, Swiss Ronda 5030 quartz movement, brown calf leather strap. Water resistant to 5 ATM. Lug width 22mm. Measures 41mm Ø x 12mm. Comes in box with papers. Two-year factory warranty.

DAV49215 $299

---

**PILOT’S WRISTWATCH 1926 Spirit of St. Louis**

Called the Spirit of St. Louis, Laco engraved the date of the first Transatlantic Flight, 20.05.1927, on the back of the case. Has an automatic LACO-18, Swiss 21 jewel movement, with a black dial, white hands and indices, of Superluminova C3 glow in the dark. Stainless steel, matte sandblasted case with black PVD plating. Has a sapphire crystal and is waterproof to 5 ATM. Two year factory warranty, and comes in watch case with zipper.

42mm x 12.8mm LA1909 $599

**LACO**

Founded in Pforzheim, Germany in 1925, by Frieda Lacher and Ludwig Hummel, Lacher & Co. was one of several watchmakers that were contracted by the Reich to produce the legendary pilot and observation watches for the Luftwaffe. Both watches employed the 22 line Durmowe bridge anchor movements, whose fine adjustments were done to chronometer specs. They were an important navigational tool, back then, and we are pleased to offer them in our fine watch selection. All share the same, durable Miyota 821A automatic (self-winding), non-hacking 21 jewel, 6 Hz movements, with uni-directional winding system, with a power reserve of over 40 hrs, and an accuracy of -0.5 to +40 seconds a day! Two-year factory warranty.

---

**ARMY STYLE LENSATIC COMPASS**

Very nice unit made with alloy case, liquid filled with floating luminous dial, adjustable luminous marching line, thumb-hold with magnifying viewer and sighting hairline. In nylon case. Import, but good.

3” x 2.5” x 1”, 4 oz

SWC101C $19

**NAVY CLOCK**

Modeled after WW II U S Navy ships docks, the hinged front bezel opens so you can set the time, and back in the day, wind it. We love this clock, even if it is with a quartz movement. The dial is as authentic as we’d want it. Especially the numbers! Graphically beautiful. Has a cast aluminum housing that’s been hand-brushed and polished. 6.75” Ø x 4”

SC048 $149

**POLISH ARMY COMPASS**

Gorgeous, liquid filled Polish Army compass, in new or near-new condition. Has mirror on the inside of the lid. Comes in a neat leather pouch.

3.5” x 2.5” x 1.25”

with case ST578 $32

**WWII REPLICA COMPASS**

Nicely turned out replica of a WW II sighting compass. With magnifier and hairline. Massive solid brass case, bronzed.

2.125”Ø

CO014 $44
OPTOLYTH, Germany

The best sporting optics, in the world, that no one knows about. The only German maker of sporting optics, that actually manufactures the entire units in Germany. You cannot say that of Zeiss, Leitz, Minox, or Steiner. Not even the Austrian Swarovski. OPTOLYTH do everything including grinding the glass in Wendelstein, Franconia. Every field-glass has a thirty year warranty, that they themselves honor at the factory, by the same people that built 'em in the first place...

OPTOLYTH ROYAL BINOCULARS

(RooF Prism) Newly updated, these top quality long-range observation binoculars have been much sought after since their introduction a few years ago. The big Mutha, the 15x63 knocks the socks off the competition! At 45 oz, they weigh fully a half a pound less than the Carl Zeiss 15x60 BGA! Their superior optical design is especially suited for hunters and ornithologists, with a perfect phase correction coating on the Abbe-König prism system, providing for brilliant observation. All air-to-glass surfaces are coated with Ceratin-Plus multicooating. Increased lens diameters achieve extreme twilight factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Royal</th>
<th>Royal</th>
<th>Royal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8X56</td>
<td>9X63</td>
<td>15X63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.O.V. 110 / 6.3</td>
<td>100 / 5.7</td>
<td>72 / 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight 21.2</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight 1070g</td>
<td>1160g</td>
<td>1340g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Field tested recommended to members / North American Hunting Club
- Brilliant images and brightness
- Easy grip natural rubber armor

POCKET 10 x 28 MONOCULAR SCOPES

Wonderful new scopes from our friends at Optolyth. Tiny, pocket sized, but powerful 10x 28 monocular, available both with and without MIL-reticle, have plenty of click-out eye-reel for glasses wearers, F.O.V. of 88, and a twilight factor of 16.73. These fine scopes come with lens caps and lanyard. Measure 4.25" x 1.3" x 3.9 oz. 

| OK20063 | OK20062 |
| w/MIL reticle | w/o Reticle |
| $239 | $269 |

OPTOLYTH TBS 100MM GA/APO FLUORITE SPOTTING SCOPE

Provides spectacular resolution and clarity, even at moonlight and at highest magnifications. Standard features include: full rubber armor, Argon filling, smooth two-element achromatic focusing system, fully rotating tripod mounting ring. Waterproof, fogproof and capable of incredible close focusing to inside 20 feet. A full range of interchangeable eyepieces are also available. Also available as a straight scope. Please specify.

OP19021 $2469

OPTOLYTH SPORTING BINOCULARS

This Sporting line of binoculars is fabulous. Compact, folding units, with all of the great features and brilliant optics you’d expect from our friends at Optolyth! They are so lightweight and compact, you don’t even feel ‘em in your pocket, or around your neck. And that’s a great consideration for us old farts. Excellent for birding, indoor and outdoor events. All made with non-slip rubber armoreing, for a sure grip. They are nitrogen filled, and are dust and waterproof. Extendable eye cups for those with glasses. Coated lenses, internal focusing, lightweight, compact, near-focusing... everything you’d want in a quality binocular that will travel anywhere with you, weighing about that of a bar of chocolate! Fabulous!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8X24</th>
<th>10X28</th>
<th>12X30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.O.V.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twilight</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>18.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>220g</td>
<td>245g</td>
<td>270g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Sliding eyecups for eyeglass wearers
- Attractive rubber armoring
- Near focusing 2.4; 2.8; 3.2
- Waterproof
- Lightweight design

RARE AND FABULOUS POLISH COLD WAR 7X40 BINOCULARS

Fabulous, very rare, and hard to find, PCO, Warsaw 7x40 IR binoculars! In beautiful condition, with heavy rubber armor, rubber side-shield eye cups. Porro prism, multi-coated optics, with long eye relief, a wide field of view, with individual focusing, and reticle. Heavy and pretty much “bullet-proof,” these are the Polish version of the Carl Zeiss Jena DF 7x40’s, and are arguably just as good! These were the standard issue throughout Poland’s armed forces, until their tussle with Russia. Enjoy the outdoors in this time of lock-down. Birding, or whatever observations, are a great social distancer. We don’t have all that many, so take advantage of this offer! $7.25" x 5.25" x 3", 2 lbs 4 oz

ST410 $389

THE BEST BINOCULAR CASES MADE

As they say: “You get too soon old, and too late smart,” but finally, it occurred to me that our Spanish leather goods maker should be recruited to making us binocular cases! So, I measured out what we needed made, and bingo! Wow these are fine. Made of full-grain saddle leather, brass hardware, box stitched, and felt lined! Have an adjustable strap, of course, that also secures the cover. We made them in two sizes: medium and large, which should cover most needs. These will last at least several generations of hardy use. The best you’ll ever get!

MEDIUM BINOCULAR CASE
6” x 2.75”, top, 5.5” x 2.125”, bottom. 7” tall weighs 14 oz

MVW01 $149

LARGE BINOCULAR CASE
8” x 4” top, 7.75” x 3” bottom, 9” tall weighs 25 oz

MVW02 $199
find real quality glass magnifiers, that are aspheric or better aplanatic. That lead me to A. Schweizer GmbH. Been around for 167 years. Use only Schott (Zeiss) white glass; grind all their own. In fact, make all the components in house! Aplanatic lenses have more edge to edge clarity, without distortion by minimizing spherical aberrations and eliminating coma. Schweizer does this with two lenses, not that you could tell, holding ‘em in your hand. Yes, they’re heavy, but that’s good, keeps things steady. Brilliant. The best there is! Each comes with leather lens case.

**DEUTSCHE OPTIK / SCHWEIZER APLANATIC MAGNIFIERS**

Here’s my story… Years ago I was using one of the Zeiss magnifiers we sell to fix the end of a couple hundred bucks! Then the search began. Yeah.., just try and

**GENTLEMAN’S RECTANGULAR MAGNIFIER W. CASE**

Wow! This is the finest rectangular 3x reading glass we’ve ever gotten from Schweizer Optic, in Germany. Gold tone metal frame surrounds a chunk of 4” x 2” bi-convex glass, with a slant-mounted, leather handle. Has a gorgeous leather slip-case to protect it. About 4” x 8.75”

SC58150 $89

**FOLDING 8X FIELD GLASS**

Has an aplanatic, glass, 6.3mmØ lens, folded into a nickel-plated cover. 2.5” open, 1.5” closed

SC55518 $29

**FOLDING POCKET DOUBLE MAGNIFIER**

Powerful, compact pocket magnifier, with two aplanatic lenses: 10x and 15x, that fold out from a chrome-plated housing. Great for field work, or when you need large, distortion-free magnifications.

Folded 1.75” x 1.25” x .5”

SC58150 $89

**6X OR 10X DELUXE LOUPE**

Three (3) chronic problems plague most loupes: poor eye relief, low quality optical elements, and a tiny field of view. We’ve had it with that junk, so we went to one of Germany’s leading optical houses to design our own. Here it is: the Cadillac of loupes… Features include a dual-element lens assembly with fully multi-coated glass elements, extra-long eye relief, fold-down rubber eyecup, and an oversized eye lens that makes eye placement much less critical. Comes with fitted case. 1” tall.

DO43 6x $164

DO44 10x $172

**CLASIC READING MAGNIFIER**

Handy and useful, bi-convex glass, 2.5 x, 6D magnifying glass. Anodized steel rim and plastic handle. 2.5”Ø x 6.5” long

SC15478 $46

**SWISS ARMY REEL OILER**

Hand-soldered nickel-plated brass construction. Has a screw-in pin-point nozzle with a thick seal at the base, to avoid leaking. Then, there’s a cap, with a needle in the middle, that fits down into the nozzle, keeping it clear and clean. This cap screws down deep into the shoulder of the nozzle to avoid secondary leakage. Stunning amount of attention paid to a seemingly unimportant tool. 3.75” x 1.25” x 6875”, 1.2 oz

JB089S $25

**MKII PINEAPPLE HAND GRENADE**

I know.., we’ve all wanted to pitch a few grenades at something, or someone, so here’s your big chance! Nope, they won’t explode, but don’t aim ‘em at someone’s head, else their cranium will explode! These suckers are scale replicas, in size and weight to the originals. MkII Pineapple Hand Grenade Designed by John Browning, this fragmentation type, anti personnel mutha has been in use since 1918. It came with varied fillings. Has a percussion cap and time fuse with a 4-5 second delay. 4.5” x 2.5”; 16.3 oz

EMC303P $19

**RUSSIAN RAILROAD LANTERN**

Gorgeous and very funky Russian railroad lantern, dating back to the early 1950’s. Very curious, since they were fired with candles and not petroleum burners! Made of durable sheet-iron, with a double reflector inside, made of a piece of shiny tin. Glass on three sides, reinforced with wire frames, and a front latch for opening. Uses one paraffin candle that’s 1.125” Ø. This lantern will look great hanging under your pergola, or outside by your patio. 15” x 4.25” x 4”, 2 lbs 13 oz

RS005 $79

**HENSOLDT 8X30 COMMANDO**

Gorgeous, used, refurbished and sealed NATO 8x30’s made by M. Hensoldt of Germany, a part of the Zeiss-Gruppe, one of the premier makers of German optics. Fully rubber- armored, porro-prism design, with fully coated optics, individually focusing diopeters and range reticles. Come with shoulder strap. As with all Hensoldt products, their quality is among the finest. Weighing only 1lb 9 oz, they make for an exceptional lightweight and compact field glass.

ST3300 $359

**CLEAN-BURN PARAFFIN EMERGENCY CANDLES**

Made of unscented paraffin, using lead-free, smokeless, cotton wicks. You’ll get 2-3 hours of burn time, per candle, depending on altitude. Box of 4. 1.125”Ø x 4.25”

DO76 $9

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
STORM LANTERNS  We had been selling FEUERHAND lanterns, from Germany, for years now, and thought them to be pretty damned good, commensurate with our rather strict Germanic quality standards. Aah, but ultimately we were disappointed. Good, emphatically yes, but we kept studying the subject, and found better. Good old American manufacturer, DIETZ. The Dietzes started making lamps in 1850 in NYC. The original factory building still stands today, and has been made into a restaurant. But R.E. Dietz Co., has been making the original lamps in China since 1956! And if it matters, they are better now than ever! We’ve been testing for over a year and are impressed. The most significant and visible reason being that the Dietz burns longer and is two candlepower brighter than the Feuerhand. And we’ve experienced no leakage, ever.

DIEZT NO. 30 LITTLE WIZARD The standard found, cold-blast version of the Dietz #1, and is referred to as “short globe” lanterns, as their globes are shorter than the Fitzall type that prior to 1912 had been used almost exclusively. Features a rising cone for easy lighting and wick trimming. Made of sheet steel, blued, using a 5/8” wick, with 17 oz oil capacity giving you about 23 hours of burn time at an average of 9 C.P., puts out 1100 BTU of heat. This lantern measures 12” x 6”Ø w/o handle, 24.6 oz

DZ30 $32

DIETZ #2000 MILLENNIUM COOKER LANTERN The best new idea in lamp utilization! Developed to heat water or food for emergency or camping use indoors or out. Included is an aluminum plate and 12 oz cup to heat water, soup, or a small meal, as well as a snap on bracket and hold-down pegs to prevent tip over when used outdoors. Its compact design has similar specs as the Dietz #30 Little Wizard lantern, featuring a rising cone for easy lighting and wick trimming. Made of sheet steel, powder coated green, using a 5/8” wick, with 17 oz oil capacity giving you about 23 hours of burn time at an average of 9 C.P., puts out 1100 BTU of heat. 12” x 6”Ø, plus accessories, 33.7 oz complete.

A must have kit for emergency preparedness. DZ2000 $65

THE BEST NEW IDEA IN EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

SET OF TWO LAMPS & 1 COOKER LANTERN SAVE 20 BUCKS!

DZSET $109

4 SPARE WICKS DZ807 $5

SPARE GLASS GLOBE DZ851 $13

CARBIDE MINER’S LAMP Beautiful solid brass carbide lamp with a polished, chromed reflector that has a flint striker on it. Safe, simple and proven, produces brilliant white light, perfect for caving or camping or mining. Has a brightness control valve, and a big clip for mounting on helmet, belt or strap. Burns 2-3 hours on one load of calcium carbide. 4” x 2.25”Ø w/ 4.25”Ø reflector, weighs about 9 oz. We sell this unit with a 16oz can of calcium carbide, which will last you a long time, because it isn’t available at any hardware store. HQ66 $159

GERMAN FOLDING SHOVEL W. PICK These are terrific reproductions of the fabulous German folding shovel with pick. Have a robust wooden handle, heavy steel blade and pick. No pick-up truck should be without one! 17.5” x 6” x 3” folded: 25” x 6” x 2” open, 3 lbs

ST3100 $39

SWISS ARMY HATCHET Beautiful, small, and deadly lil’ hatchet, from the Swiss Army. Brand-new, with a hardwood handle, sharp blade that holds an edge, and a crushing hammer side. Great for all household, camping, and survival uses. A mean little bugger! 13” handle, 3.25” cutting edge, weighs 2 lbs 4 oz

SW2156 $36

ROYAL NAVY OILERS They’re new, as in unused but old 1950’s stock that sat in Royal Navy stores for years, until now: Styles vary somewhat but quality does not. 11.5” long x 3” x 2.5”

TRSSB6 $57

BUNDESWEHTRI-FOLD SHOVEL W. CASE These are about as compact as you can get! A great piece of equipment to throw in the trunk of your car, just in case. Used but in great condition. You owe it to yourself.

You owe it to yourself, 7” x 10” folded, 23” x 6” open, 2 lbs 15 oz

ST91552 $45

SWISS ARMY PETROMAX DELUXE HURRICANE LANTERN SETS German-made oil lanterns by Erlich & Graetz, of Berlin, which make these, the first and still the best, pressurized kerosene lanterns since 1910. These lanterns put out 100 watts for 4 hours on one load of fuel. Nothing comes even close! This, the military version, 4” taller than the civilian “Geniol” brand, is made of solid matte plated brass with a specially treated glass globe. The set comes complete. Comes in a wooden case, accessories, instructions etc.

15” tall and 4.5 lbs. Total weight: 66 lbs.

SW386N $639 SALE! $539

Plus additional surface freight

to Order Call 1-800-225-9407

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com
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BRAND-NEW! SWISS ARMY PICKMATTOX  Great quality tool with solid hardwood handle that just is under 3 lbs that you can carry anywhere. Great for all of your digging and all trenching needs. 19.5” long and the head is 11.5” wide SW4089 $39

JAPANESE NATA TOOL  This classic Japanese design was taken to the maximum length for improved utility. Has a machete-like tapered, stainless steel, tumbled black, blade and full stainless tang. Good for all your country needs, such as splitting wood, bushwhacking and pruning. 19.83” long HMS21087 $79

PULASKI AXE  The Pulaski Tool has been the special hand tool used in wild-land firefighting since its invention in 1911 by Ed Pulaski. The tool combines an axe and an adze in one head, similar to that of the cutter mattock. Made for cutting, grubbing, chopping, splitting, and with the steel pommel at the base you can hammer! It is also well adapted for trail construction, gardening, and other outdoor work. As a gardening or excavation tool, it is effective for digging holes in root-bound or hard soil. This Pulaski is made from hand-sharpened 1055 carbon steel, with a durable beech wood handle, that has a full, steel, tang rod. With a hex nut in the head makes re-handling and tightening easy. Comes with a leather blade guard. 23.5” L, weighs 5 lbs HMS2101 $129

ESBIT ALCOHOL TREKKING COOKSET  Fabulous and lightweight, hard-anodized aluminum cook set. Has a brass alcohol burner, and also a solid-fuel-tablet burner. That way you can back yourself up with dry fuel! Has two pots, 33 oz & 15 oz. The small pot may be used as a snug fitting lid. Pots have hinged stainless caps. The large pot has volume indicators embossed in the side. Comes complete with mesh sack with drawstring. 5”Ø x 6”, weighs 15.9 oz IRCS985 $86

ESBIT ALCOHOL BURNER  This fine little brass alcohol burner, should be one of you basic building blocks, in the outdoor/survival game. This burner holds 2.5 oz of readily available de-natured alcohol, which is good for 30 minutes of full-blast cooking. This tidy little unit has a screw top lid with rubber seal, flame regulator, with a stainless steel, fold-away handle on the flame regulator. measures 2.75”Ø x 1.75”, weighs 3.9 oz empty IRAB300 $34

ESBIT ULTRALIGHT FOLDING STOVE WITH FUEL TABLETS  Made, by Esbit, these are the same burners issued to Wehrmacht troops in W W II. Great item for hiking, camping, or for emergency purposes. Made to accept the Esbit Solid Fuel Tablets. Brand new, but may have some minor storage corrosion. Each stove comes with a box of 20 fuel tabs. Folds down to 4” x 3” x .75” CLM510801 $19

ESBIT SOLID FUEL TABLETS  The safest fuel source for cooking and emergency heating. NATO standard issue. Ultra-lightweight. Smokeless, residue free, works at high altitudes and sub-zero temps. Comes in two 20 x 4 g packages. 3.125” x 2.68” x 9/16” box, weighs 2.9 oz. SEB15 $15

UCO SURVIVAL MATCHES  Damned... these blew my mind: they just don’t go out! They’re wind and water-proof, for sure. It was demonstrated that you light ‘em, bury in sand, bring back out and they re-light; pee on ‘em, same thing. Wind, not a chance! These are fabulous, just don’t give them to the kids, and don’t use them inside. Burn for 12 seconds. Plastic vial contains 15 matches and 2 replacement strikers. measures 1.125”Ø x 2 1/5”, weighs 0.4 oz IRM751 $5

CAR SNOW BRUSH  Damned useful tool if you live where it snows! Long enough so you don’t wind up looking like a snowman. Waxxed beech handle with coco fiber. 25.5” long R185565 $26.99

FRENCH ARMY EMERGENCY SAW, TYPE ABBB  The French Army version of an emergency pocket saw. Wicked little teeth on this sucker, so be careful! Has finger rings on either end, with the saw “wire” mounted on swivels. Sharp as hell! Tremendously useful and light-weight survival saw, that’s a perfect and useful tool on your outdoor exploits. 35” long LTM360 $17

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com
### Rawhide Mallet
Beautiful, American made, by Garland of Saco, Maine. #4 Size, 11.5” long with a 2” Ø head. Great for use with grommet-setting and other metal dies. Not just for leather working!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE001</td>
<td>Made in the USA</td>
<td>$59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### E-Z Lock Pliers
These professional locking pliers automatically size themselves according to the thickness of the material being held. (Unlike vise-grips!) Tensioning screw adjustment. Max opening capacity 7/8”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Swiss Army Horseshoe Forged Nails
These are of original WW2 vintage in boxes of 100 with a tiny Swiss cross stamped into the top of each hand-formed nail. Indeed, each one is so beautifully made that it’s a shame their destiny was to be buried in the foot of some shaggy nag. You need these. You really do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE001</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Swiss Army Canvas Water Bucket
Smart, those French! Who wants to schlepp a rigid bucket on their wilderness trip? For that matter, who wants to waste the space in their Jeep! Get this unit soaked, and it will hold all the water you need from stream to camp. Has a nailed wood stiffener in the handle, for easy carrying, and rigid rings top and bottom, for shape. Made of heavy cotton canvas. Collapses to 2” x 8.5” Ø, extends to 12” deep, so now you can calculate the volume… weighs 14 oz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT363</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### US Army Piston Oilier
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus oiler, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oiler, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### French Army Canvas Water Bucket
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oiler, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Swiss Army Piston Oilier
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus oiler, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oilier, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### French Army Canvas Water Bucket
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oiler, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### French Army Canvas Water Bucket
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oiler, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Swiss Army Piston Oilier
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus oiler, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oilier, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### French Army Canvas Water Bucket
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army surplus, in original box. Here’s the moniker: 1 Ea Oiler, Hand SPM8E10M2236 7/27/2010 CAGE 4BUR2 PRES MTHD 10. Tank measures 4.25” Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall, and from handle to nozzle tip. 12.5”, 12.3 oz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HJE015</td>
<td>Made in USA</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CIVIL DEFENSE FALLOUT SHELTER SIGN
Authentic 1960’s Era Civil Defense Sign with Fallout Shelter Symbol. Great collectible, from the days of school safety drills, which required us to crawl under our school desks. These are the genuine DoD cold war era signs from fallout shelters across our country. They are original signs found stockpiled from the Cold War Era of the 1960’s. They do have age blemishes. 10” x 14” CLN507 $49

AREAS 51 METAL SIGN
Now that we’re all hunkering down, dear ol’ dad needs this sign mounted on his man-cave door! Just for once he wants a bit of privacy and you should allow him that. Made of steel, measuring 17.5” x 11.5”, with the graphic slightly distressed for a “used” look, as though he found and stole it, out by Rachel Nevada on Highway 375… XT001 $35

SHIMAGHS
Made of soft and breathable cotton, so when the wind kicks up and howls, you keep the sand out of your face and hair. Or just don it next time you head to the store. Makes a great non-encumbering mask. Comes in traditional patterns available in three colors. 42” x 42” WT01 Green/Black WT02 Black/Wht WT03 Tan/Brown $17 each CLN507 $49

BRITISH ARMY OSPREY BODY ARMOR CARRIERS
Naturally there’s no armor included, since that’s against the law, but you could fabricate your own, if you really needed it. What is so cool and exciting about these, is that they are entirely clad with MOLLE straps, to accommodate virtually unlimited number of pouches and attachments. These are slightly used, with some having slight discolorations, small stains and scratches, but are all in great and complete working condition. We have a limited amount of these in three sizes. SWMTPL Large • SWMTMXL XL • SWMTMXXL XX-Large $174 each

DDCOLD WEATHER FACE MASK
Brand new East German Army, 100% wool face mask. You know it’s gonna get cold out there, so you may as well come prepared. Makes a great mask for going out in public too. ST912113 $16

DDR EM WINTER HAT
Very similar to the Russian “Ushanka” hats, this East German version has the long ear flaps that secure under your chin. The outer is made of 75% wool and 25% polyester, the lining of 75% cotton and 25% viscose, with the faux fur of 100% polycrylic. In like new condition. Medium only. ST912111 $26

VIET CONG PITH HELMET
Yup… the real thing. Brand-new old stock of these terrific Viet Cong pith helmets, for collectors. The bodies are made of plant pulp (Vietnamese Elder), with 65/35% poly/cotton cover. One size fits all. ST16685 $39

BRITISH KHAKI PITH HELMET
When the sun never sets on your Empire, you’ll need some proper shade. This faithful reproduction pith helmet is in the style of British colonial and foreign service. Made in the traditional way, with the body consisting of compressed plant pulp, and the covering of a poly-cotton blend. One size fits most. ST16686 $49
**GI REVISION LOCUST GOGGLES**

Fabulous genuine issue GI goggles which come with two lenses, clear and smoke, that are optical grade polycarbonate. These have a very wide field-of-view for unobstructed vision. Complete with an anti-reflective sleeve, and storage case. A bargain for sure.

PNA15 $64

**CAMO FIELD CAP**

Terrific find! Keeps you from becoming a “red-neck” in the sweltering sun. Great for fishing on the water, or wherever. Made of cotton, has a long swallow tail neck flap. We sweltering sun. Great for fishing on the water, or wherever.

ST2370L $21

**DRILL INSTRUCTOR HAT**

I’ve always loved these “bad-assed” DI hats, so when this chance came, I decided to put the few I could score, into the catalog. These are new, reproductions, but quite nice. Made of 100% wool, with poly ribbons inside and out, and a leather strap. We have a very limited amount of these, in two sizes only. These are well made.

ST3100A 7.25” • ST3100B 7.375” $89 each

**LEATHER AVIATOR HELMET**

Beautifully supple, goatskin leather, fully lined, “Snoopy” helmet. Great for flying in your Stearman or Waco biplane, or your vintage Triumph or Norton. Has tightening strap to back of the head, flip-down visor, snap secured ear-flaps, and of course the chinstrap. Pretty much one size fits all. 6.4 oz.

LTM167 $89

**GI SUN GLASSES, MIL-S-475D 1983**

Genuine GI issue sunglasses dating back to 1983. Made by Rochester Optical Mfg. Co. These are the real thing. Good and cheap, you should throw a couple in your glovebox and always be protected from the sun this summer. New, never issued, they have some tarnish on the metal bales.

PNA14 $14

**RAF STYLE AVIATOR GOGGLES**

These are an affordable and serviceable pair of aviator goggles, that are actually pretty damned good! Thickly padded, with ABS frame, angled plastic lenses, and elastic strap, with all the adjustments you’d want.

ST0118 $32

**SWISS ARMY 20’S GLACIER GOGGLES**

Padded eyecups with dark optical glass lenses, and an adjustable elastic headband. Lightweight and great. Collapse into its own little tin container. 2.75” x 1.25” x 2”, with hinged lid.

SW480 $45

**POLISH ARMY ISSUE HANDKERCHIEFS**

You can never have enough snotties! Here’s a set of six, nicely patterned on OD base color, snot rags, with hemmed perimeters. Remember: a gent always carries, a pocket knife, 20 dollar bill, and a clean handkerchief… That’s what my Godfather taught me, at least.

CLN3875 $18

**SWISS ARMY CLEAR-LENS SAFETY GLASSES**

Fabulous safety glasses with clear optical glass lenses set into stainless wire frames, which are plastic covered, with side shades, with short temples and adjustable, 7/8” wide rubber strap. Come in an aluminum case. 6” x 1” x 2 ⅛”, 4.3 oz

SK218 $34

**WW-II GERMAN DIENST-BRILLE**

That meaning: army-issue glasses! Brand-new re-pops of the original. They come with straight, non-prescription glass lenses. The frames are smallish with very short temples, but so very, very cool! Comes in a metal case, with a prescription form in the bottom. Front: 4.75”, Temple 4.5”, weighs w/case 3.1 oz

BO40802 $79
SWISS ARMY LAZARETTE LINEN CLOTH
Made of pure linen. This tightly woven cloth will last several lifetimes of the roughest use. You could probably get yourself mumified with this cloth. Use it for tablecloths, or have your tailor cut them into summer suiting. 90” x 32.25”
SK192 $32

U.S. MEDIC BLANKET, OD
We had Faribault make this blanket just for us. You won’t find it anywhere else. Made of 100% pure wool, permanently moth-proofed, with the U.S. Medical Corp’s symbol woven in. 90” x 66”, 3.5 lbs.
FW2074 $219

U.S. NAVY BLANKET, GREY
We had Faribault make this blanket just for us. You won’t find it anywhere else. Made of 100% pure wool, permanently moth proofed, with U.S. woven on grey. measures 84” x 66”, weighs 3.5 lbs.
FW2050 $219

FRENCH ARMY BLANKET
100% wool, brand-new, French army blanket. Clearly meant for privates and other non-coms, since they are rough and itchy, but very, very warm! 46” x 72”, 3 lbs 9 oz
SK178 $89

GERMAN ARMY WOOL SCARF
Wow, the scarves keep getting better! Here we have German Army. 100% wool scarves in both Blue and Grey. Your choice. We bought everything that was available, since we know it’s gonna be a brutal winter. They weigh practically nothing and are large enough to wrap around your neck and still dangle down to your belt. You can wrap yourself up practically any way you want, to stay warm. The best winter investment you’ll make.
ST2620 Gray $21
ST2621 Blue $21

CZECH ARMY SEA SACK
Heavy canvas (or jute?) bag with brass grommets and rope closure. This would make a great big game bag, so you don’t get the inside of you Suburban all messy. measures 44” x 19” x 12”, 3 lbs.
CLN5464 $43

DDR NAVY (EAST GERMAN) BRANCH PATCHES
I can never resist buying anything with an anchor on it, especially if it’s genuine. Here we’ll offer a set of four mixed DDR Navy rating patches. Gold thread on wool. 3.75” x 2.75”
ST6050 $9

ROYAL NAVY CAP & RATING BADGES
These are the real thing! All embroidered onto navy blue wool, ready to be sewn onto your uniforms. Really little pieces of art. Love that name for an engine room snipe! Gold wire on navy wool.
a. Stoker 2nd Class, Gold
   Love that name for an engine room snipe! Gold wire on navy wool.
   TR451 $9
b. Leading Helmsman, Red
   Red thread embroidered on navy wool. 2.75” x 3.5”
   TR454 $9

U.S. NAVY BLANKET, CREAM
This beautiful blanket is 100% pure wool, permanently moth proofed, with navy blue stripes and anchor on cream. measures 85” x 66”, weighs 3.9 lbs.
FW5471 $259

Faribault Woolen Mills
Founded in 1865, the year Lincoln died and the Civil War ended on the banks of the Cannon River in Faribault, MN. The Faribault Woolen Mill is a living testament to American craftsmanship, their woolens are renowned for their comfort and quality. From providing woolen blankets for pioneers heading west, to comforting our troops through two world wars, and to this day they are still being produced for our military. Importantly, Faribault pioneered woolen blankets with permanent moth-proofing. There are no finer woolen blankets made here.

These are made to the same military specification Faribault Mills has been using since at least 1917. Originally designed to accommodate the widely varying temperatures of cadet sleeping quarters, the “double cloth” construction of this blanket results in a warm, heavy, yet breathable product.

U.S. ARMY WEST POINT ACADEMY, GREY
Of course we had to keep those Cadets at the Point warm, with these 100% pure wool, permanently moth proofed, black and gold stripes on grey. measures 90” x 64”, 4.5 lbs.
FW2081 $269

Faribault Woolen Mills
delivery February 2021.

FO delivery February 2021.
SWISS ARMY SEWING KIT
Besides being their own little art-form, it is clear that only the Swiss would make something like this for their Army… These date back to the early 1950’s, and more than likely will never be made again. Each piece is a turned wooden double bobbin, with two colors of army thread, and contained therein are three sewing needles secured with a carved peg! The bobbins contain are 30m of 1.75 wt of the finest linen thread made. Ecru (natural) color. (3.15” x .71”) Bobbin is ~2.25” Ø PB11 $11

OSBORNE NO.223 REVOLVING PUNCH
Been making this punch forever in Harrison NJ. Six different sizes of holes, with long steel handles to give plenty of leverage. Every saddle-maker and leather worker has at least one. Last forever. 8.75” x 2.5”, 10.6 oz HJE013 $39

BUNCHES OF FRENCH BRASS BUTTONS
Our French brass-button source dropped a bunch of beautiful, shiny, brand-new buttons on us. It seem the French really made them for whom ever. These are really neat brass button maker, that makes the French Military buttons beautiful, shiny, brand-new buttons on us. It seems the French made these.

BUTTSCISSORS
Very sharp, with very pointed and curved tips, these button scissors are made to sever even the smallest, finest buttons without damage to the cloth. Come in a protective leather case. 3.5” x 1.5” WA4274E $69.

FRENCH NAVY BRASS BUTTONS 10 EACH
We were finally able to score more of these delicious brass buttons from the French. We have ‘em, and sell them in units of 10 buttons per size. MR009, the one far right has a “Right Double Pin” backing, not single like others.

FRENCH ARMY “MOUSTACHE CUP”
These are really interesting invalid cups. We scored these from The French Army Medical Corp, and they’re brand-new, old stock. The funny thing is that they were made in Sheboygan, Wisconsin by the Polar Ware Company! Beautifully made of enameled steel. We’ve always referred to ‘em as “moustache cups,” and are great for drinking lying down, if you are to lazy or infirm, to sit up and drink.

SWISS ARMY “MOUSTACHE CUP”
These are really interesting invalid cups. We scored these from The French Army Medical Corp, and they’re brand-new, old stock. The funny thing is that they were made in Sheboygan, Wisconsin by the Polar Ware Company! Beautifully made of enameled steel. We’ve always referred to ‘em as “moustache cups,” and are great for drinking lying down, if you are to lazy or infirm, to sit up and drink.

SPOOLS OF SWISS LINEN THREAD
Light green colored, 18 wt. linen thread, on wooden bobbins. Made by Hetexgarn AG, in Niederlenz. Powerfully strong stuff, as you know from reading our catalogs. 50 gram. 1.75” Ø x 2.25” wooden bobbins. NS052S $19

SWISS BELL WAX “FIX”
The best preparation for keeping all your leather belts in shape. Stick comes in ready to use cardboard holder. Chestnut/ Brown. 2.25” x 1.25” NS043 $3

GERMAN BUNDESWEHR FIELD TELEPHONE
Terrific Bundeswehr field telephone comes in a hard, plastic case. Powered by a hand-crank that folds out. Complete unit in great condition. A cool plaything for you telephone freaks! 10.25” x 4.5” x 7”, 8.4 lbs ST0200 $109
ST0202 pair of ‘phones $198 and save big!

FRENCH ARMY BRASS BUTTONS 10 EACH
FRENCH NAVY BRASS BUTTONS 10 EACH
To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

U.S. NAVY WALL TELEPHONE, 1951
Brand new, all wooden cased, wall phones from the Naval Supply Depot at Port Hueneem. They’re original Kellogg 21093 units with contained generator. Has dual bells, removable hand-crank, and heavy, bakelite hand-piece. The case is made of solid wood! In fact, if you were to strip the OD paint, you’d have a gorgeous civilian looking, early wall phone. These probably work better than what you have at home, today! These units come in totally sealed cases with sealed individual foil packaging. The whole unit measures, with hand-piece and crank, 10.25” x 14” x 6.25”, 17 lbs 4 oz ASW004 $259

ARMSTRONG #2 GLASS INSULATOR
The Signal Corps obviously strung wire, so it’s not weird to us that we’d chance on a bunch of these beautiful glass insulators! These all date back to 1944. They were boxed in what look like heavy egg-crate cases. Here you can have absolutely “cherry” ones for reasonable money. 4” tall x 2.875” Ø, 15.9 oz ASW008 $11

HAND-HELD SIREN
Aw come on…, we all love sirens, and when I found these, I grabbed ‘em! Brand new, loud (100db/-2db at 550 Hz/-20 Hz), this unit is made of aluminum with a folding handle. Max volume with minimal effort, and is simple to operate. 7.3” x 7.3” x 7”, 42 oz ST7000 $219

SWISS BELT WAX “FIX”
The best preparation for keeping all your leather belts in shape. Stick comes in ready to use cardboard holder. Chestnut/ Brown. 2.25” x 1.25” NS043 $3

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407 23
WORLD RENOWNED WEAPONS 1/3 Scale  We saw these weapons at the last trade show, and were blown away by their incredible detail and quality, and figured we had to share them with you! As shown on the cover, these are all non- firing, but totally accurate models, all made of metal, that you can easily assemble. (You’d have to know how in real life anyway, to clean ’em after fence use). Instead of my blathering on about these weapons, here they are, and rest assured you’ll be as blown away and pleased with your purchase as I was. Have fun.

1911 1/3 Scale  Everybody is familiar with this venerable and famous piece! Famous Colt 45, that has been around forever, copied by many, loved by all. This is a non-firing, 1/3 scale, all metal model of the 1911. Other than firing, this does it all. Comes complete with a magazine and brass bullets you load. You can move the slide back, engage the slide lock, which may be re- leased. To operate the trigger, the beavertail lock must be pressed in, and the trigger can be squeezed to release the hammer, just like the real thing. measures 3.5" x 2.5"  RW1911  $45

AR-15 1/3 Scale  Featuring: adjustable sight and stock; suppressor, flash hider; functioning trigger, brass rounds, magazine, stand mount, display base and screw- driven. about 9" long  RW15  $45

AK-47 1/3 Scale  Featuring: hand-guard, bolt & charging handle, simulated wooden stock, flash suppressor, functioning trigger, cleaning rod, brass rounds, magazine, display base and screwdriver. about 10" long  RW47  $45

.50 CAL 1/3 Scale  Big mean one! Featuring: removable scope, flip-up iron sights, functioning trigger, bipod, brass rounds, magazine, screwdriver. about 13.5"  RW50  $45

SNIPER RIFLE .338 LAPUA 1/3 Scale  Featuring: removable scope, bolt, functioning trigger, recoil pad, bipod, brass rounds, magazine, screwdriver. about 11" long  RWAWM  $45

SPANISH SHOTGUN CASE  Wow... what a way to coddle your shotgun! Made by El Molino de Viento, our favorite leather smith, this is a fine piece. Made of heavy canvas with leather trim and reins- forcements. Has strap and buckle closure, and a 1.5" adjustable leather shoulder strap. Entire inside is lined in sheep’s wool. 50" x 8", weighs 1lb 12 oz  MVVW17450  $199

SWISS ARMY .30-.50 CAL. GUN CLEANING KIT  Gorgeous cleaning kit, in a roll, made by Sig- Sauer, the famous Swiss gunsmiths. These are used, but in great condition and complete. Beautifully machined of heavy steel and brass, just like you’d expect from a country that makes everything to last a millennium, or so. Unrolled it measures 8" x 9", and 16.4 oz. SW214  $39

DEUTSCHE BUNDESWEHR BARREL CLEANING WICKS  German Army 6" x .375" cotton wicks to use as cleaning and oil- ing tampons for all your guns. You get five bundles of eight wicks. 6" long  ST1617  $5

UNIVERSAL TRIGGER LOCK  This handy trigger lock will pretty much fit any of your shooting irons. Having a combination gun lock means you don’t have to worry about finding keys. The 4-pin tumblers makes it pick resis- tance and the rubber cushion pads will protect your gun from marring or scratching. A sensible device for safety. 2.5" x 5" x 2.75", 6.8 oz  ST098  $13

1911 COLT .45 AUTOMATIC ACP CLIPS  Brand-new, mil- spec, blue steel, 7-round clips. Promised that this is the most common gun size in America... 4.5", 2.4 oz.  TK45  1 clip  $14  TK4555  5 clips  $36

GERMAN ARMY RG34 CLEANING KIT  Gorgeous kit contained in a flat tin container, reminding me of the old Prince Albert tobacco tins. Has two compart- ments, accessible from either end, secured by a metal clip. 5.25" x 3.5" x 1", 9 oz  LTM362  $26

U.S. ARMY TRIGGER-FINGER MITTEN SHELLS WITH WOOL LINERS  Beautifully thought out and realized mitten shells, dating back to the Korean conflict, 1952. Brand-New, gauntlet length, with wrist tightening strap, and elastic forearm cincher, made of lightweight canvas, with a genu- ine elk-leather palm and thumb. But the killer is the sepa- rate index (trigger) finger! (Has it on both mitts, fear not, southpaws). Comes complete with wool lining glove. 15" long. 7 oz. ASW015  $39
**Well okay then, you needn’t be a doomsday prepper to acquire these fabulous, all aluminum, nesting, stacking cases.** They are great for securing any sort of treasure you might have. We had them made to our specs, using heavy, thick 1mm aluminum sheet, with ribbing on the larger ones for strength, with heavily reinforced, top corners made of aluminum castings. This was designed so that you could stack like-sized cases, without them slipping off of each other, plus add strength. The handles are made of steel with rubber grips, which are spring-loaded. The clasps are made of steel, too. The handles and clasps are riveted to the body, no tack welding! The detachable straps are part of a larger system and can easily be fitted permanently with carabiner clips, zippers or paracord. The lids are hinged on the wide side, back, and have hold-open tapes. The upper edges of the open cases have rubber seals, to prevent moisture from entering the cases.

Here are the sizes: 
- **SM** 22.83” x 15.12” x 9.45”, volume 11 gal, weight 8.8 lbs;
- **MED** 27.17” x 19.29” x 13”, volume 24.5 gal, weight 12.32 lbs;
- **LAR** 30.83” x 22.83” x 15.75”, volume 41.2 gal, weight 16.28 lbs.

(Deutsche Optik logo is embossed on top of each case... about 6.5” x 2.5”.)

**ULTIMATE FOLDING CASE** Fishing tackle or hobby tools, coin collections... Lightweight yet sturdy as hell, has reinforced edges and corners, with riveted, steel hardware, and a comfortable plastic handle. The plastic trays inside have adjustable dividers. The clasps are lockable. This is one of those items that really brings big grins to our faces... 14.25” x 7.75” x 10.5”, 6.1 lbs

**CZECH ARMY LINEN BACKPACK** 
Made of linen and leather. This classic look comes standard from the Czech Army with two massive external pockets measuring 7” wide by 8” tall and 2” deep. The pack itself measures 16” x 16” and 4” deep at the base. There is a separate inner compartment spanning the width of the pack as well as a drawstring closure up top beneath the lid. The detachable straps are part of a larger system and can easily be fitted permanently with carabiner clips, zippers or paracord. **SW4022** $49

---

**RUSSIAN NAVY FLAT HAT**
The dress-blue winter uniform! Personally, as an old Navy man myself, having actually been issued a “Donald Duck” hat when I joined in 1961, we never got to wear them! Not once was it the uniform of the day. Whenever we’d be in a port where other navies also were, like the Brits or Italians, they’d wear summer or winter flat hats as a standard uniform, and I had serious hat-envy, wearing our silly “Dixie Cups.” These are truly splendid, all wool, gold lettering, big Soviet badge, and long trailing ribbons. We only have 56cm hat size, weights 9 oz

**RUSSIAN NAVY SHIRT**
Made in the Ukraine of a dense, summer-weight knit of all cotton. These shirts run really small in their sizing, so we decided to get and sell only 3XL size. So, if the sleeves are a bit long, roll ‘em up a bit. The girls love this item too! Wash in 100ºF and avoid shrinkage. And they get nicer after they’re washed a few times. This shirt weighs 12.4 oz.

**RUSSIAN SOVIER SOLDIER’S UNDERWEAR SET**
Wow, these two-piece sets are made of the softest 100% cotton broadcloth, with a long-sleeve pullover shirt, and a pair of long pants with button adjustments at the waist, small of the back, and at the ankles—to seal ‘em off. Not meant for us middle-aged (or older) mid-riffed men, but the more fit and trim ones! We got the largest size, which is about a 34” waist. If you fit, there’s nothing finer!

---

**SOVIET JUMP HAT**
Tight-fitting, heavy cotton canvas outer shell, with softer cotton inner liner, which has padded and insulated ear-pads sewn in. This is for both noise suppression and warmth. Great for cold-weather biking, ski-jumping, and whatever other craziness you want to engage in. Has a sturdy chin-strap with double-dee-ring closure, One size fits all.

**SOVIET CIVIL WAR CAVALRY HAT**
These curious, and comical looking hats were originally made for the cavalry by the womenfolk, from old army blankets. They’re a real goof, yet damned functional and very warm. Has ear-flaps that fold down and a cotton lining. Be the only one on your hunt donning one!
Thielemann Leather Crafts, Germany

Established in 1897 by Moritz Thielemann, as a small saddlery, making the needed leather goods for the surrounding farmers, such as harnesses, horse collars, leather drive belts, and the like. Then, over the next four generations the product line was greatly expanded to fit the new needs of the times. The current, fifth generation, is led by Theresa Thielemann Wolf, who has brought gorgeous, new designs to bear. These leather goods are as good as they get! Made exclusively from vegetable tanned, European cowhides. Pricey, true, but well worth it. These will last lifetimes.

BIO-LEATHER CRÈME
Care for your fine leather goods with this organic care crème. Made with walnut, thistle, avocado oils, vasilinum album and beeswax. 50 gm TH901 $15.50

SWISS MILITARY GARMENT BAG
Travel light with this Swiss Military garment bag. These faux leather bags will easily hold enough for a long weekend. Leather strap handles give you carrying options, and the two metal latches keeps everything secure. There is also a card/tag holder. They may require a good wipe down, but these bags are in used, good condition. Genuine Swiss surplus. 15" x 16" closed, 16" x 25" x 5" open CLN548 $26

LEATHER BRIEFCASE-BACKPACK
Fabulous, heavy and large, leather brief made by our friends Thielemann in Germany. It has three carry options: with the comfortable typical hand grip, an adjustable shoulder strap, or hook up the felt-padded straps and wear it like a backpack! This brief is huge, with three inner compartments, the center one zippered, the back compartment has holders to secure a tablet and another for your smart phone. Also has a full-width, outside back, zipper closed compartment. Has two outside front pockets, each 8" x 5.5" x 1", a couple of pen holders, and adjustable, snap closures. The brief measures 6.5" x 11.5" x 16", and weighs 5 lbs. Books and paper get heavy, so if you are one of those busy students, or an attorney rushing off to court, then this is the satchel for you. TH385 $465

BIO-LEATHER CRÈME
Care for your fine leather goods with this organic care crème. Made with walnut, thistle, avocado oils, vasilinum album and beeswax. 50 gm TH901 $15.50

DOCTOR’S BAG
Wow..! Totally classic, with the original hardware. Heavy leather, with bronzed closure hardware. Even has a lock included that secures the case, under the handle. On the inside it has two document compartments, one on either side, along with a cell phone pocket. Great as a small over-nighter or if you are a country doctor, or just want to be the star at the airline gate, this spectacular bag is for you. 16.5" x 9" x 10.5" TH910 $549.50

SWISS MILITARY GARMENT BAG
Travel light with this Swiss Military garment bag. These faux leather bags will easily hold enough for a long weekend. Leather strap handles give you carrying options, and the two metal latches keeps everything secure. There is also a card/tag holder. They may require a good wipe down, but these bags are in used, good condition. Genuine Swiss surplus. 15" x 16" closed, 16" x 25" x 5" open CLN548 $26

LEATHER BRIEFCASE-BACKPACK
Fabulous, heavy and large, leather brief made by our friends Thielemann in Germany. It has three carry options: with the comfortable typical hand grip, an adjustable shoulder strap, or hook up the felt-padded straps and wear it like a backpack! This brief is huge, with three inner compartments, the center one zippered, the back compartment has holders to secure a tablet and another for your smart phone. Also has a full-width, outside back, zipper closed compartment. Has two outside front pockets, each 8" x 5.5" x 1", a couple of pen holders, and adjustable, snap closures. The brief measures 6.5" x 11.5" x 16", and weighs 5 lbs. Books and paper get heavy, so if you are one of those busy students, or an attorney rushing off to court, then this is the satchel for you. TH385 $465

BIO-LEATHER CRÈME
Care for your fine leather goods with this organic care crème. Made with walnut, thistle, avocado oils, vasilinum album and beeswax. 50 gm TH901 $15.50

DOCTOR’S BAG
Wow..! Totally classic, with the original hardware. Heavy leather, with bronzed closure hardware. Even has a lock included that secures the case, under the handle. On the inside it has two document compartments, one on either side, along with a cell phone pocket. Great as a small over-nighter or if you are a country doctor, or just want to be the star at the airline gate, this spectacular bag is for you. 16.5" x 9" x 10.5" TH910 $549.50

HUNGER’S RUCKSACK XL
Brand-new, beautifully made ruck of 100% cotton canvas with leather trim. The shoulder straps are unpadded leather, and all outer closures are with leather straps and stainless buckles. The main compartment has a drawstring and grommet closure, under the generous flap. These are made by the Thielemann folks in Germany, and the quality is beyond reproach! 23.5" x 22"; 1.5" lbs. TH115 $109

HUNGER’S RUCKSACK XL
Brand-new, beautifully made ruck of 100% cotton canvas with leather trim. The shoulder straps are unpadded leather, and all outer closures are with leather straps and stainless buckles. The main compartment has a drawstring and grommet closure, under the generous flap. These are made by the Thielemann folks in Germany, and the quality is beyond reproach! 23.5" x 22"; 1.5" lbs. TH115 $109

ROMANIAN ARMY “WINE” PACK
The Romanian military probably didn’t carry around bottles of wine on their backs, but they sure did make the perfect bag for it. The seams on the three separate sections can easily be ripped to make for one large compartment, but who would want to do that to such a unique backpack. They’re made with heavy-duty canvas and measure 13.5" x 16" x 4.5". This one-of-a-kind find isn’t like anything else we’ve seen before and we likely won’t come across any of these again so when they’re gone, they’re gone. SW4443 $49

LUGGAGE TAG
Strong, classic leather luggage tag, just like they used to make! Strong enough that no luggage handling system will tear them off your suitcase. The strap is .5" wide, and has a steel roller buckle. 4.25" x 2.25" TH210 brown TH220 red $19.50 each

BOOKS
and paper get heavy, so if you are one of those busy students, or an attorney rushing off to court, then this is the satchel for you. TH385 $465

DOCTOR’S BAG
Wow..! Totally classic, with the original hardware. Heavy leather, with bronzed closure hardware. Even has a lock included that secures the case, under the handle. On the inside it has two document compartments, one on either side, along with a cell phone pocket. Great as a small over-nighter or if you are a country doctor, or just want to be the star at the airline gate, this spectacular bag is for you. 16.5" x 9" x 10.5" TH910 $549.50

HUNGER’S RUCKSACK XL
Brand-new, beautifully made ruck of 100% cotton canvas with leather trim. The shoulder straps are unpadded leather, and all outer closures are with leather straps and stainless buckles. The main compartment has a drawstring and grommet closure, under the generous flap. These are made by the Thielemann folks in Germany, and the quality is beyond reproach! 23.5" x 22"; 1.5" lbs. TH115 $109

ROMANIAN ARMY “WINE” PACK
The Romanian military probably didn’t carry around bottles of wine on their backs, but they sure did make the perfect bag for it. The seams on the three separate sections can easily be ripped to make for one large compartment, but who would want to do that to such a unique backpack. They’re made with heavy-duty canvas and measure 13.5" x 16" x 4.5". This one-of-a-kind find isn’t like anything else we’ve seen before and we likely won’t come across any of these again so when they’re gone, they’re gone. SW4443 $49

LUGGAGE TAG
Strong, classic leather luggage tag, just like they used to make! Strong enough that no luggage handling system will tear them off your suitcase. The strap is .5" wide, and has a steel roller buckle. 4.25" x 2.25" TH210 brown TH220 red $19.50 each

HUNGER’S RUCKSACK XL
Brand-new, beautifully made ruck of 100% cotton canvas with leather trim. The shoulder straps are unpadded leather, and all outer closures are with leather straps and stainless buckles. The main compartment has a drawstring and grommet closure, under the generous flap. These are made by the Thielemann folks in Germany, and the quality is beyond reproach! 23.5" x 22"; 1.5" lbs. TH115 $109

ROMANIAN ARMY “WINE” PACK
The Romanian military probably didn’t carry around bottles of wine on their backs, but they sure did make the perfect bag for it. The seams on the three separate sections can easily be ripped to make for one large compartment, but who would want to do that to such a unique backpack. They’re made with heavy-duty canvas and measure 13.5" x 16" x 4.5". This one-of-a-kind find isn’t like anything else we’ve seen before and we likely won’t come across any of these again so when they’re gone, they’re gone. SW4443 $49
SPANISH CARTRIDGE CASE
Made by El Molino de Viento in Toledo, Spain, by one of that country's finest leather smiths. So gorgeous you just want to fondle it. Made of fine saddle leather, fully lined in lighter leather, with a huge fold-over top flap, secured with a single strap and buckle on the front. The bottom has four brass "feet," so the bottom doesn't get all abraded. (Shotgun shells get heavy!) The adjustable, with a buckle, 1" wide shoulder strap is made of the same leather lined with green suede. A thing of true beauty, worth every penny! 10" w x 8.5" h x 5" d, 2 lbs 2 oz MVW404 $289

GREEN HUNTING PURSE
Beautiful little shoulder bag that appeals to both women and men. Men use it for ammunition, and women... well whatever all women have in their purses. Made of green suede with full grain leather trim, sewn, adjustable strap, and solid brass hardware. There's an inside pocket for easy access. 8.5" x 6.75" MVW255 $220

GREEN SUEDE TRAVEL BAG
You'll have to fight off the compliments when you carry this stunning, all suede leather bag down the concourse! Padded, full grain leather handles extend through the top cover, with leather piping and closures with solid brass hardware. Fully lined, with several internal dividers. 15" x 10.75" x 22.5" MVWS12 $649

SMALL HAND-WARMER SHELL CASE
A gorgeous and smaller version, this purse has one single compartment under the toggle-closed flap. Has the rabbit-fur lined hand-warmer on the backside. Adjustable shoulder strap, beautifully made of the highest quality leather and suede. 10" w x 8.5" h x 3" MVW919 $259

GREEN SUEDE & LEATHER DUFFLE
Stunning take on the classic duffle. Suede sides with full grain leather bottom and reinforcements. Brass zipper and hardware. Padded leather grips. Fully lined. The perfect all around luggage piece. Measures 11" x 11.5" x 24" MVWS10 $579

DUTCH OD SEABAG
Always a useful piece of equipment, this is pretty much a standard 100% cotton canvas seabag, that's slightly used. Has a wide carry strap and handle, with the grommet closure on top. 34" x 17" ST913812 $39

RUSSIAN BICYCLE LIGHT SET
Wow, this is just great. Totally analog, like in the good old days. This set is complete with dynamo, head- and taillight, wiring, and mounting brackets. Rare to run across stuff like this! Great set! ST9260 $32

SWISS ARMY BICYCLE CENTER TUBE BAG
Brand-spanking-new, all leather, Swiss Army bike bag, as rare as hen's teeth! Stiff as a board, and as fine as workmanship and materials get. We chanced upon a mere handful of these, and given what they cost us, we're glad there weren't more, because it would've broken the bank! Quadruple sealed main compartment, via two snap tabs and belt, along with a fold-over flap under the big flap, to keep the contents weather proof. Then, there's another smaller document pouch on the other side with a belted closure. Fabulous! 20" x 11.25" x 4.5", 4 lbs SK224 $219

GERMAN BLUE GARMENT BAG
Terrific Bundeswehr garment bag, that's a fold-over unit with both a hand grip and adjustable shoulder strap. Has several side pockets and the main compartment, all with zippered closures. These are slightly used, but in fine condition. Measures 50" x 24" open, 25" x 24" folded. ST91387994 $39

EL MOLINO DE VIENTO: That means “windmill” in Spanish, of course, and we know that this fine maker of leather goods isn’t pulling a Don Quixote on us, since his factory is in Toledo, which has a whole lot of beautiful windmills dotting the area. The Spanish have always been great at leatherwork. Often overlooked, because of the long reign of Generalissimo Franco, when trade with Spain was at a nadir. Fortunately times have changed, and we have easy access to their fine wines, ceramic and leatherwork. Comparable to the Italians in every way, except price! You’ll love these beautifully hand-made and finished leather wares.

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com
To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
NEW STAINLESS STEEL SURGICAL SET
Brand new surgical set (not sterile). All the instruments are stainless steel. The kit comes organized with a convenient and sturdy canvas pouch. Contents include: two straight hemostats, one curved hemostat, one pair of scissors, one pair of tweezers, one #3 scalpel handle, two scalpel blades, two suture sets, one holder, one needle probe, two alcohol wipes, two BZK/Iodine wipes, one pen light.

SW80122 $79

FRENCH ARMY FIELD STERILIZER
Brand-spanking-new. Made of stainless steel. Has everything. Fuel can, burner, inside tray with separate tray handles, spare burner wick, and of course the case and lid, which is also the vessel. Gorgeous! Collapses to 7.5” x 3.25” x 2”, 24.6 oz

LTM009 $59

GDR MEDICAL CORP SYRINGES
Wowee, we scored a bunch of brand-new, old stock, glass syringes from the erstwhile East German military corps. Highest quality Jena glass and steel units, in a variety of sizes. All are sterilizable. None have needles, of course, since we aren’t promoting drug use! These are great for hobby and mechanical repair use, as glue or grease/oil guns. (styles might vary from pictures).

10cc Syringe, 4.25”
JB99 $10

5cc Syringe, 4”
JB98 $8

CZECH ARMY BROWN APOTHECARY BOTTLE
Fabulous brown bottles with ground glass stoppers became available from the Czech Army. 250ml

SW1603 $16

SWISS ARMY STOOL SAMPLE UNIT
New, never used. A die-cast spoon jammed into a real cork, stuffed into a glass tube. What’s shitty about that? I can think of many uses. 3.5” x .75” Ø

NS927 $9

U.S.ARMY SYRINGE STERILIZER
Beautifully made, tiny, syringe sterilizer made in the USA for the Med Corps before the Korean Conflict. The box opens, has a needle tray on top, and an alcohol tank and burner underneath. All stainless! Rare and nifty tool. 2.5” x 1.75” x 1”

BAN01 $65

RUSSIAN ARMY MEDICAL MUSSETTE
Funky and very, cool musette, made of lightweight OD cotton canvas. Has an inside and outside pocket, cover flaps inside, and outside. Cotton shoulder strap, and front closure. 11” x 11” x 4”

RS014 $36

SWISS ARMY MEDICAL SET OF GLASS TUBES
We call it the “Rave Set” of cocktail glasses in a stainless box! Contains 32 each 6.25” x .25”Ø test tubes on a lift-out tray. The box and tray are all stainless steel. Buy some stoppers and use it as a spice holder. There are many uses. Beautiful 6.75” x 4.25” x 7”, 2 lbs 16 oz

SK172 $69

CZECH ARMY MEDIC ARMBAND
We’ve had these before, years ago, and you guys thought they were hot. So here they are again. Made of cotton. 3.75” wide

JB167 $11

VINTAGE SERBIAN ARMY MEDICAL CASE
This rare, vintage case is not only collectible in its own right, but also perfectly functional. You can pack it full of medical supplies or pack up a picnic. Beautifully constructed of olive drab canvas with leather reinforced edges and metal corners. The handle is very thick leather. You can see why this case has lasted the test of time. You could remove the back straps and use it as a really unique briefcase. Makes a great camera equipment case. 16” x 15” x 5”

CLN506 $129

CZECH MILITARY FIELD STETHOSCOPE
These gorgeous stethoscopes are great for teaching kids about heart health or listening to your own heart beat. Or practice amateur safe cracking or tune your SU carbs on the Austin Healy. Unused in the original manufacturer’s packaging. Fabulous deal.

CLN288 $49

SOLINGER SCALPEL
Oh boy.., these are fine! Made in Solingen from one piece of stainless. Sharp as hell, you gotta watch your self. Brand new in the original paper wrapper, these were all made surplus because the rules were changed, and now you only have scalpels with throw-away blades! (None of that Pakistani crap!) These were better, as most physicians agree, since they were absolutely positive. No wiggle in the blade! about 6.5” long overall.

JB97 $19

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
ITALIAN AIR FORCE SPoon, BUTTER KNIfE & FORK
Beautiful, brand-new, diamond polished stainless steel, fork, knife and spoon. Pattern on knife and fork match, but the spoon does not. about 7.5”
SW4412 $18

ITALIAN AIR FORCE 1 LITER CARAFE
Here is a gorgeous, 1-Liter wine carafe made in France, of heavy glass, for the Italian Air Force… International cooperation, I reckon. Has the Italian Air Force Eagle etched onto the belly. 9” tall for the 1 Liter
SW3110 $24

ITALIAN AIR FORCE ESPRESSO CUP & SAUCER
Here’s a set of two gorgeously decorated egg cups from the Italian Air Force’s wardrooms. Made by the fine Italian maker Tognana, in white porcelain with blue Air Force crests. Comes in set of two. 2.5” x 1.75” Ø
MR012 $13

ITALIAN AIR FORCE PARMESAN CHEESE SERVER
Boy, what would an Italian dinner table look like without this Parmesan cheese server? Perfect! Only the Italians would insist on this in their military! Beautifully polished, heavy stainless steel, with glass insert, and hinged top, server. Has a slot for a spoon. 3.625” Ø x 2.625” x 14.5 oz
SW4423 $39

ITALIAN AIR FORCE TEA CUP & SAUCER, SET-OF-FOUR
Handsomely shaped tea (or coffee) cups with saucers, made of white porcelain with blue trim, and the Royal Eagle Clasping the Propeller logo, by Rienard. These are brand-new, never issued! Sensational. Saucer 6.25” Ø, Cup 3.25” Ø x 2.25”
SW2715 $64

SWISS ARMY RUBBER WATER BAG WITH VALVE
This black rubber water bag holds 20 liters of potable water. Brand-new, they still have vestiges of talcum on ‘em. Practically (within reason) puncture-proof, with brass grommets and nylon rope at both ends. Heavy duty push-button valve. Hang it in the sun and take a hot shower. Arg, you know all that.
27.25” x 17.75”
SW030 $39

ARMÉE DE TERRE CARCASS SCALE
Here you have a genuine, hand-forged, 50 kg. carcass scale from French Army surplus. We’ve had ‘em before, a long time ago, and they were a real hit. Throw one in the back of your pick-up when you go out for the hunt, so you can immediately establish bragging rights with your monster kill… Indestructibly forged of steel, with notched graduations. Has a giant 2” wide hanging hook, with a spiked tip.
Measures about 24” x 16”, and weighs about 6 lbs.
LTM319 $59

SWISS ARMY ALUMINUM MESS KIT
Very nice, lightly used, Swiss mess kit which includes two pots with folding handles and a lid/plate. Light-weight and very functional. Measure 6.5” Ø x 4.5”
ST2650 $17

AUSTRIAN CAÑEENT W. CUP
Brand-new, standard size canteen, made of durable plastic with a fitted aluminum cup, with folding bales, with nylon canteen cover with two snaps.
8.5” x 5.5”
ST1550 $21

CZECH ARMY M60 CANTEEN
The venerable Czech army canteen, made of aluminum comes with wool cover and leather strap fastener. (Stop- pers may vary: plastic or cork). We’ve sold many of these great units, dents and all, over the years. (You’ll have to stretch the wool cover over them yourself. Easier if you soak ‘em in water first!) 8.75” x 5.5”
ST1250 $13

ANTIQUE SELTZER BOTTLE
Beautiful, old, heavy glass, seltzer bottles from the good old days. Rare as hen’s teeth, we found a mere handful and am offering ‘em up here. They’re so damned heavy you could use ‘em as a murder weapon, but that’s why they’re still here. Complete in every detail. Beautiful and rare.
12” tall x 4”, weigh 3 lbs 7 oz
MR039 $89

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
Jerry Cans: Made in Poland, (which is an EU member), for NATO, among other entities, including the Russian Army, these are as good as it gets. They’ve been producing jerry cans since 2000, with 5, 10 and 20 liter capacities, are rustproof, and painted in the RAL6003 color, olive drab. They’re plasma welded .08mm steel, powder coated on both inside and out with fuel and solvent resistant paint, preventing the deterioration of the contents during long storage. Given the high quality, they’ve been awarded certificates recognized throughout the European Union and beyond, which means that they comply with the toughest durability standards needed by military and civilian customers around the world. These jerry cans are designed for the shipment and temporary storage of liquids and petroleum products.

20 LITER JERRY CAN
The classic, three-handled, plasma-welded, European-made NATO can. Made like a gas tank, with the weld going around the entire perimeter. Bayonet closure lid, with rubber gasket, and safety pin, breather pipe for non-splash pouring. Powder coated, inside and out with solvent-proof paint. 18.5” x 13.5” x 6.5”, 8.45 lbs
GP20 $49
GP204 Set of 4 $196 FREE S&H
Or you may SAVE a Bunch o’ Bucks if you buy Four 20L Jerry Cans & FREE FedEx Shipping Only!

10 LITER JERRY CAN
Shaped exactly like its bigger brother, only smaller and slimmer, so you have only one big comfortable grip. All the same features! This is a comfortable women’s size… 15” x 11” x 5”, weighs 5.55 lbs
GP10 $42
Delivery Mid-November 2020

5 LITER JERRY CAN
Shaped just like the others, just smaller. Has all of the same features! measures 10.75” x 10” x 4.25”, weighs 3.85 lbs
GP05 $39

OEM JERRY CAN GASKETS
Perfect fitting, synthetic rubber jerry can and nozzle gaskets. Set of four (4x).
GP12 $16

STEEL AND RUBBER SPOUT
Spout made by the same folks, meant for these cans, but are universal bayonet mount. Equipped with rubber gasket, and has a breather tube for even pouring. Painted steel with a rubber-flexi nozzle. Fits all tanks! 12” long, 10.5 oz
GP11 $29

20 L JERRY CAN WALL OR VEHICLE RACK
Heavy steel, clamp-style rack to hold your can onto your Land Rover, Jeep, or even the garage wall. Powder-coat painted in the same color as cans. Please note: this rack will not fit the stainless steel cans on next page, but the Jerry cans on this page will fit just fine. 18.75” x 14” x 3”
GP13 $65

IMCO SUPER TRIPLEX GASOLINE LIGHTER
“The foxhole lighter” from Austria. All chrome nickel or brass gasoline lighter with a flip-it-open to light, snap-it-shut to snuff it out. Has an adjustable wind ring around the air slots. Pull out the fuel container with burning wick to light your pipe or camp-fires or storm lanterns. For flint loading, push the button on the bottom and the side opens. Very “retro,” a design that has yet to be beaten! 2.5”, 1.2 oz
IM0022 (nickel) $34
IM0025 (brass) $39

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
Five flints for your Super Triplex in an old graphic keychain. A must.
IM305 $5

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
The original 1936 “foxhole lighter” from Austria. All chrome nickel or brass gasoline lighter with a flip-it-open to light, snap-it-shut to snuff it out. Has an adjustable wind ring around the air slots. Pull out the fuel container with burning wick to light your pipe or camp-fires or storm lanterns. For flint loading, push the button on the bottom and the side opens. Very “retro,” a design that has yet to be beaten! 2.5”, 1.2 oz
IM0022 (nickel) $34
IM0025 (brass) $39

“THE SKY IS RED”
Giclée Print: Painted in 1952, oil on illustration board, 21” x 17.5” framed. Stanley painted this in his more commercial days for a pulp novel of the same title! Obviously we liked the “fit” with our jerry-can hustle. But beyond that, we fell in love with the painting! To that end, we were given the opportunity by Mike Rivkin, the owner of the Stanley Melzoff estate, to offer this image as an un-framed giclée print of the original painting, in the original size. (Giclée printing is one-off art printing, gorgeous!)
TSR01 $169 Postpaid

STAINLESS STEEL 20 LITER (INOX) NATO JERRY CAN
It took us about ten years to work up the cojones to sell this stainless steel Jerry can. Let’s face it stainless steel stuff is expensive and hard to work. These stainless jerry cans are all made to precisely the same NATO standards as the others. All stamped, plasma welded, three handle, bayonet filler, and stone gorgeous. Food Quality! Wine, acids, solvents, and weather resistant, what else could one want? Well, here you go. We finally made it. These are truly objects of great beauty.
GP20SS $219

Delivery Mid-December 2020

STAINLESS STEEL 20 LITER (INOX) NATO JERRY CAN
It took us about ten years to work up the cojones to sell this stainless steel Jerry can. Let’s face it stainless steel stuff is expensive and hard to work. These stainless jerry cans are all made to precisely the same NATO standards as the others. All stamped, plasma welded, three handle, bayonet filler, and stone gorgeous. Food Quality! Wine, acids, solvents, and weather resistant, what else could one want? Well, here you go. We finally made it. These are truly objects of great beauty.
GP20SS $219

IMCO SUPER TRIPLEX GASOLINE LIGHTER
“The foxhole lighter” from Austria. All chrome nickel or brass gasoline lighter with a flip-it-open to light, snap-it-shut to snuff it out. Has an adjustable wind ring around the air slots. Pull out the fuel container with burning wick to light your pipe or camp-fires or storm lanterns. For flint loading, push the button on the bottom and the side opens. Very “retro,” a design that has yet to be beaten! 2.5”, 1.2 oz
IM0022 (nickel) $34
IM0025 (brass) $39

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
Five flints for your Super Triplex in an old graphic keychain. A must.
IM305 $5

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
The original 1936 “foxhole lighter” from Austria. All chrome nickel or brass gasoline lighter with a flip-it-open to light, snap-it-shut to snuff it out. Has an adjustable wind ring around the air slots. Pull out the fuel container with burning wick to light your pipe or camp-fires or storm lanterns. For flint loading, push the button on the bottom and the side opens. Very “retro,” a design that has yet to be beaten! 2.5”, 1.2 oz
IM0022 (nickel) $34
IM0025 (brass) $39

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
Five flints for your Super Triplex in an old graphic keychain. A must.
IM305 $5

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com
CLEO MESSOGRAF
Here’s one of those “you gotta have!”
It’s a fine, chrome plated brass,
retractable, easy-flow ballpoint pen, a
caliper, a ruler… It also has a screw-
thread scale, along with a tire tread
gauge. In inches and millimeters.
Made in Germany, of course, by Cleo-
Skirbent.
6” long CS2000 $42

CLEO MESSOGRAF, PENCIL
The folks at Cleo-Skribent finally
finished their mechanical pencil ver-
sion. This is handy, of course, when
you mark on materials like metal…
Anodized black, to tell ‘em apart.
Same size as the ballpoint version. 6”
CS2012 $42

PURCHASE BOTH MESSO-
GRAFS, SAVE BIG TIME!
CS2022 $79

NAVAL CHARTS OF THE WORLD
As a lover of anything nautical, when a stack of old
charts, that had been in use by the US Navy, became
available, we jumped on the deal. These come from
all over the world! Dating as far back as the 1890’s, with many
corrections made to update them. It’s a fantastic history of friend owning and correcting
charts from the foe and actually using them. For example, Golfo di Pozzuoli, including Rada
di Castellammare di Stabia with Torre Annunziata, originally engraved and published in London by the Admiralty 7th Octo-
ber 1890, with new corrected editions from 1902, 1911, 1917 and large corrections 13th Sept. 1940… And these came
out of the chartroom of a US Naval vessel. Gorgeous stuff. These charts are all about 40” x 27.5”, and printed on very
heavy stock. Many have the corrections made by the quartermaster’s mate on them, in red or blue. The charts are all yel-
lowed with age, and are very beautiful in their own right. Works of art, if you will. Since they depict random and obscure
places on the globe, with many of these localities re-named, given the course of history and politics, we’ll just sell them
randomly, okay? All in great condition, with no tears or rips. You get three random charts in this deal. 40” x 27.5” each
MR103 $89

ROYAL NAVY SEARCHLIGHT
These are ex-Royal Navy and have sat in
stores un-issued! In original condition, of
course, we resisted the temptation to strip
and polish in case they were to be mounted
back on a classic yacht. Made of brass and
painted grayish white. This unit measures
25” h x 15.5”Ø x 7” base, weighs 33.8 lbs
TR576 $1829 SALE! $1350

FISHER SPACE PEN 70TH
ANNIVERSARY EDITION,
Ltd Edition Boy, time does fly.
To mark 70 years since Fisher invented
the write-anywhere-including-in-
space astronaut’s pen, they’ve come
up with this sleek and handsome writ-
ing instrument to mark the anniver-
sary. Smoke chrome with a “70” over
sunburst logo. Comes in a blue velvet
hard case. Beautiful gift item.
FSP6133 $45

FISHER .338 LAPUA
MAGNUM SPACE PEN
Shooting sports enthusiasts and out-
doorsmen love this pen! Be careful
though, this pen has been known to
grow legs and leave the room, while no
one’s looking! The birth of the .338 Lapua Magnum dates back to
1982, when an American company,
Research Armament Industries in Rogers, Arkansas, was asked by the
United States Marine Corps to
develop a long-range rifle for sniper
applications. This pen cap is raw
brass, just as bullets are, so over time
a nice patina will develop. Comes in
gift box. 5.25” open, 3.75” closed
FP338 $42

FISHER QUAD-4 SPACE
PEN® With a sealed, pressurized
ink cartridge, the Space Pen® is the
only type of pen that will work in the
freezing cold, boiling hot, gravity-free
void of outer space. Four pens in one:
a stylus (not for touch-screen),
black/red ink and a 0.7mm mechanical
pencil. Dependable dark line from
-28°C to +128°C, under water, over
grease and upside down!
FPQ4 $59
"LET'S PULL TOGETHER!"
1940's Patriotic Uncle Sam Button
We found this old button in a warehouse in Germany, of all places, and were so taken by it that we decided we had to find someone to duplicate it for us to sell. So we had our friends at Wagner, the only tin-toy maker left in Germany, to replicate it for us. We made a limited run of 1000 button clips to sell as a celebratory gag. The original dates from the 1940s, and was made in Chicago by the Evans Novelty Co., and shows Uncle Sam hanging Adolf Hitler from a tree. The gag with this button is, when you pull the red rope, you hang Adolf, and when you let go, Adolf disappears. Lots of fun! A great bit of WWII propaganda. Made of lithographed tin plate and measures about 2" Ø with a pocket clip and red rope.

WAG01  $13

WHITE STAR CALL
This whistle from the White Star Line is small in size, but carries a big sound! Nickel-plated brass. Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass, two different tones, by merely pushing down the little black button located on the left side. You may adjust the pitch, variably, from low to higher frequencies. You can barely hear any of it, but damned if the mutts don’t pick up their ears! Complete with instructions and lanyard.

ES1031  $23

VICTORIAN WHISTLE
Handcrafted, silver-plated brass replica of the Victorian original. Great pendant. 2" x .75" x .75"

BW002  $24

BOATSWAIN’S WHISTLE
The pipe consists of a narrow tube, which directs air over a metal sphere with a hole in the top. The player opens and closes the hand over the hole to change the pitch. Made of nickel-plated brass. 4.75"

ES27  $25

TWO-PITCH FLAT SHOOTER’S WHISTLE
Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass, flat hunter’s whistle, that allows you two different tones, by merely pushing down the little black button on the surface. Complete with lanyard. 2" x .75"

ES196  $19

SILENT DOG WHISTLE
You may adjust the pitch, variably, from low to higher frequencies. You can barely hear any of it, but damned if the mutts don’t pick up their ears! Complete with instructions and lanyard.

ES1962  $23

TU-TONE BOBBIE WHISTLE
The classic Bobbie unit, made of nickel plated, solid brass. Pea-less, of course. Complete with lanyard. 3" x .75"

ES1031  $23

ITALIAN REFEREE SHRILL WHISTLE
Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass with cork pea. Complete with lanyard. 1.75" x .5"

ES134  $19

POLICE WHISTLE
Gorgeous, nickel plated, solid brass with cork pea, attention grabber. My all time favorite noise maker. Comes complete with lanyard. 2" x .75" x .625"

ES1062  $21

TWO-PITCH DRESSAGE WHISTLE
Beautiful double whistle made of buffalo horn. One end is a straight whistle, the other side a triller whistle with a cork pea. Complete with neck cord. 3.5"

ES82GM  $18

TWOTONE DESERT WHISTLE
You may adjust the pitch, variably, from low to higher frequencies. You can barely hear any of it, but damned if the mutts don’t pick up their ears! Complete with instructions and lanyard.

ES1962  $23

BRASS DESK BELL
Very handsome, good sounding, hand-turned, sand-cast solid brass bell mounted on a wooden base. 5.25" x 4.25"

AC100  $69

SS MEDINA CABIN COAT HOOK
Salvaged from the pretty little steamship, built in 1927, these cabin mounted coat hooks were cast in two parts of solid brass. Two hooks and a round hat rack. We’ve had them polished, and they almost appear brand new! 6" x 3.25" x 1.75", 9 oz.

TR5577  $59

SS AUGUSTUS CABIN COAT HOOK
Also from the SS Medina, this solid brass has a 4-screw mounting plate, 7" overall. 1.5 lbs. Big, heavy, and gorgeous!

TR112  $74

CARGO BAY BULKHEAD/ PENDANT LIGHT
These lights come from cargo vessels from the pre-1960’s era. We offer these spectacular cargo bay lights in two versions: Brass with Copper shade, or all Aluminum. They’re identical, other than the metal, and both are stunning. Highly polished and very versatile. May be wall or ceiling mounted, straight or angled. Are often used as bedside reading lamps, but the final usage is yours to determine. Fitted with a new CE certified bulb holder, with bayonet fitting. Light bulb included. 10" Ø x 15"

TR5587 Copper & Brass  $396
TR5583 All Aluminum  $264

SS FRANCE GIANT TRIPLE PRONG COAT HOOK
What a beauty. Salvaged from the S.S. France officer’s quarters, and meant for heavy, wet coats. All nickel-plated, note the large ball and the two broad side prongs. Large three-screw mounting plate. 6.75" x 6.75", 16 oz.

TR217  $59

OCEAN LINER BRONZE DOOR PULL
Wow.., these door-pulls are massive! These were door-pulls for common rooms, such as the ballrooms, dining rooms, etc. Elegant as all get-out, and very heavy, making it easier to grasp or push the heavy doors. Made of solid cast bronze! 5" Ø x 6.5" overall, just under 2 lbs!

TR5585  $99

SWISS ARMY HD STEEL SEABAG LOCK
This is the heavy duty version in nickel-plated steel. Much beefier, meant for heavier loads or more security. Use a padlock with this one, instead of the snap. 5" x 2.5"

NS913  $12

SWISS ARMY GEAR BAG LOCK
Simple and effective way to close up your gear bag that has grommets at the top for closure. All aluminum with beautifully weathered leather latch. 3" x 3.25"

NS050  $6

"Let’s Pull Together!" 1940’s Patriotic Uncle Sam Button
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**SMALL BRASS BULKHEAD LIGHT**

Delicious and versatile ambient light. Super quality cast brass, with cage to protect the glass. Original small bulkhead light that lit the passenger ship's passageways. Superb small light, great for adding a touch of class down a staircase or adding gentle lighting to a corridor. Fitted with a new CE certified bulb holder. They take a small pygmy bulb with bayonet fitting. 6”Ø, 18oz

**MONKEY’S FIST SHACKLE KEY**

FOB Perfect size to keep track of your keys. 5” long

**OCEAN LINER CABIN FOLDING SHELF**

Originally salvaged from the MV Augustus, alongside the bunk beds. After those we’re all gone, we commissioned more in polished aluminum with sturdy knotted cotton cord. They fold up out of the way when not in use. Simple yet striking, functional décor.

**ROYAL NAVY MINE-SWEEPER STUD-LINK CHAIN, SINGLE LINK**

Stud-link chain, an iconic marine design, patented nearly 200 years ago, unchanged and in use on ships ever since. So here we offer something really special, a single link of 6” stud-link chain, salvaged from the most special anchor chain in the world, bronze Royal Navy Mine-Sweeper chain! Logically all of the anchors, chain, and deck fittings on a Mine-Sweeper must be non-magnetic, avoiding the danger of setting off mines! Hence they are all cast from phosphor-bronze. Beautiful ‘old gold’ tone. This beauty measures 6” x 3” x 1”, and weighs a massive 3 lbs 6.7 oz!

**VINTAGE TRAVEL MAGNIFIER**

A classic. This travel magnifier folds down nicely so you can tuck it somewhere handy. Whip it out when you need to examination maps, coins, or anything too small for the naked eye. Beautiful hand-polished bronze. 5.25” x 2.25”

**FITZROY’S STORM GLASS**

In 1859, violent storms struck the British Isles. In response, the British Crown distributed storm glasses, then known as “FitzRoy’s storm barometers,” to many small fishing communities around the British Isles that were to be consulted by ships at port before setting sail. The degree to which the liquid inside the orb crystalizes is supposed to be predictive of weather conditions. measures 3.5” tall

**CROOKS RADIOMETER**

Known as a “light-mill” that was invented in 1873. The vanes rotate when exposed to light, with faster rotation for more intense light, providing a quantitative measurement of electromagnetic radiation intensity. Fun to watch as the sun peaks in and out of the clouds. 9” tall

**MARINER’S COMPASS**

First known use of a mariner’s compass was in 1594. Used in navigation that consists of parallel magnetic needles. This beautiful piece is made of polished aluminum and measures 3.5” Ø

**MARINE NATIONALE FRANCAISE SOS SIGNAL MIRROR**

Fantastic little piece! The best we’ve ever seen. Brand-new, the Mirror SOS Type 644 is made by L’Optique Scientifique in Paris. Made of optical glass, it has a sighting hole in the center. Holding it close to your eye, you aim and manipulate it until you see a bright red spot on the target. Especially useful in situations of great distance. Complete with thumb handle, lanyard and instructions. 2” x 2”

**SMALL SWAN NECK PASSAGEWAY LIGHT**

These beautiful lights are made of aluminum, including the guard. Heavy glass lens. Has a double contact bayonet (B-22) lamp socket. Comes with new Bulb. 8” x 2.75”, aluminum. 95lb

**WISKA BRASS SWITCH**

We stripped these from old vessels! Huge, heavy, solid brass electrical switches, 10 amp, 250 V, made by Hoppmann & Mulsow in Kaltenkirchen, Western Germany. Perfect for your studio, or wherever you want to see your lighting circuits exposed. 4” x 4.5” x 3”, weighs over 2 lbs.!

**OVAL ALUMINUM BULKHEAD LIGHT**

Classical bulkhead light made of heavy cast aluminum with monster-thick glass lens. The aluminum base looks almost Art Deco in its scalloped shape. Uses T6 and/or T5 bulbs (7), or you need to convert them to regular screw-in sockets. Comes with new Bulb. 10.5” x 6.5” x 5” deep, 3.75 lbs
GASTROCK CANES  This fine, old company was founded in 1868 by Johannes Gastrock, in Germany. It has been in the family all these years, producing only walking sticks and canes. That’s six generations of the same family! They have their own tree plantation, where they grow Ash, Maple, Hazelnut, Chestnut, Blackthorn, and Vistula. These woods are only harvested in the winter, after they’ve reached their desired thickness. A lot of care and knowledge goes into this craft, and these folks know what they’re doing! Their canes and sticks are among the finest made anywhere!

MASSEI CANE
Beautifully carved and decorated Beech cane, with a carved Rubber Tree grip. Flamed with matte varnish finish. Has a black-chromed ring and rubber foot. 37” GS1648 $119

BASIC SOFT BEECH
A very comfortable and well thought out walking cane made of beech wood. Available in both RH & LH versions. Have soft-covered acetate handles, with brass ring and rubber ferrule. 37” long GS1671 Right Hand $89 GS16711 Left Hand $89

RELAX MAPLE CANE
The most comfortable and well thought out walking cane made. Available in both RH & LH versions. No Southpaw discrimination here! Note: the well-shaped Maple handle! The shaft is made of Beech wood. With brass ring and rubber ferrule. 37” long GS1761 Right Hand $169 GS17611 Left Hand $169

BLACKTHORN COWHERD CANE
Exquisitely made of rare Blackthorn, with the handle of root stock, with leather halter strap and a nickel-plated ferrule with spike. 41.5” long GS5095 $129

ROUND CROOK CHESTNUT ROOT
Beautifully handmade from one piece of wood. Flamed and matte varnished, with a rubber foot. 37” long GS1104 $69

ROUND CROOK CHESTNUT
Beautiful, flamed chestnut cane, made of one piece, with the crook being from the tree’s root stock. Has a nickel-plated ferrule. 37” long GS5070 $99

PRAKTUS SEAT-CANE
Well thought out and beautifully realized seat-cane. Has a Shepherd’s crook handle and shaft made of Oak. The seat is leather with canvas underneath, with heavy aluminum mechanism. Has a combination foot with spike. Will hold someone up to 286 lbs! 37” long, closed, 2.55 lbs GS50301 $299

SILVER DERBY FRITZ
Gorgeous black finished Beech cane with a highly polished aluminum grip with a rubber foot. 37” long GS13321 $129

TRIGGER STICK
You need this “Zielstock” when you’re up in the mountains going after those sheep! This terrific piece comes in three sections, with sturdy (1) aluminum screw joints, made of Hazelnut with an Elkhorn fork and leather hand strap. Has a combination foot and spike. 67” long GS80491 $289

Böker Knives
The finest German knives, all made in Solingen, the home of fine steel. We present you here with interesting, functional blades for a variety of uses. These are knives of exceptional quality, rivaling any from anywhere, at sensational prices. You won’t be disappointed.

37-LAYER DAMASCUS BONE LOCK BACK
A beautiful, lock-back Damascus pocket-knife featuring a finely drawn 37-layer Damascus blade and Damascus bolsters. The scales are made of polished bone, in gorgeous contrast to the darker Damascus steel. 7” long, 3.1” blade, 3.6 oz BO180D $110

BÖKER MATSUMO LRF COCOBOLO
Japanese knifemaker Kansai Matsumo made this new design of the Japanese inspired gentleman’s knife. The blade of the LRF is opened with a front flipper and moves smoothly on ball bearings. The slender build is based on stainless liners encasing the liner lock. Thanks to the large lanyard hole and clip, the lightweight knife is easy to carry. The VG-10 blade has a vertical satin finish that matches the Cocobolo handle scales perfectly. 7.1” overall, 3.1” blade, weights 1.9 oz BO80 $96

BÖKER SPECIALIST II
These pliers offer a reinforced wire cutter and is a true all-rounder. They have the flat gripping surface of long-nosed pliers and a so-called burner hole for gripping external hex screws, cap nuts and pipes. The four main tools are secured with a liner lock, which makes them suitable even for heavy-duty tasks. They include a partially serrated blade, a wood saw, a file with a ruler and a multitool featuring a can opener, bottle opener, wire ender/stripper and an Allen key. The added bell cutter can be opened with a nail nick. The flat handle scales have decorative cut-outs and consist of stainless steel. Two double-sided bits, a matching chuck and a practical glass breaker complete the equipment. Comes with a high-quality nylon belt holster. 6.75”, weighs 11.2 oz BO810 $89

HURRICANE UMBRELLA
The biggest and baddest umbrella we’ve ever seen! Has a huge opened canopy diameter of 50”, of tough, heavy, navy nylon, to shield several at once. Has massive ribs, and even more massive stretchers! My biggest joy, though, is that this umbrella when collapsed is fully 40.5” tall, with a huge, 5” wide and 4” deep crook, so no matter what, I have a comfortable walking cane length, and the crook fits comfortably over my arm wearing a heavy Loden overcoat. Not for the faint of heart, this brulla weighs 2.13 lbs., but it simply doesn’t get any better than this! FIB2220 $173

HURRICANE UMBRELLA

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

BO180D $110

BO80 $96

BO810 $89

FIB2220 $173
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**BÖKER ATLAS MULTI KNIFE**
The no-frills Böker Plus Atlas Multi is a reliable slipjoint pocket knife with a stainless steel handle. The minimalist construction is extremely robust and makes the handy knife the perfect companion in all situations. The satin-finished droppoint blade made of 12C27 is opened with a nail cut and easily copes with all everyday cutting tasks. The Atlas Multi is also equipped with practical scissors. With lanyard hole and clip. Overall length is 6.5" with blade thickness of 2.4mm.

*BO01BO854  $59*

**BÖKER PLUS “TECH TOOL CITY 4”**
This sucker has everything you’ll ever need to dismantle the world you live in. Black G-10 handles, solid steel liners, with the following tools: 2.75” blade, glass breaker, screwdriver/whistle opener, wire stripper, serrated blade/whistle knife, tip, carabiner, folding lanyard hole, scissors, punch, awl, pliers, wooden saw and of course a pocket clip. 3.75” x 1” closed, 6.3 oz.

*BO09DD6  $89*

**BÖKER MAGNUM CLASSIC HUNTER**
Great, heavy do-all knife. Pakkawood grips on brushed stainless bolsters, with three, individually locking, 440 stainless blades, 3.5” Bowie, 3.25” gut hook and a 3.5” saw. Closed 4.625”, 9.9 oz.

*BO1MB136  $49*

**GERMAN NAVY DECK KNIFE**
Big, heavy Bundesmarine sailor’s knife, made of stainless steel, with brass bolster linings and plastic handles. Has a 3.25” marlinspike with safety catch, 3” blade, and a heavy lanyard bale. Designed for use in adverse conditions, everything is heavy and oversized. Great knife, measures 7.5” open, 4.25” closed, weighs 5.1 oz.

*ST1533  $69*

**BÖKER V-42 DEVIL’S BRIGADE**
Originated in July of 1942, under the official title: 1st Special Service Force. American and Canadian soldiers were combined in a special task force, trained for battle behind German lines. After many nocturnal missions with their faces blackened for camouflage, the German’s called them the “Black Devils”. The specially designed V-42 combat knife has a handle of compressed leather discs, ending in a pointed impact cap, with thick leather padding underneath the slightly curved pommel offering protection from injury. The double-edged blade of the dagger features a corrugated thumb rest for a secure grip. Comes with a long, replica, leather sheath, and an embroidered unit insignia.

*BO1942  $129*

**TL-29 ELECTRICAL KNIFE**
Old and classical NSN 5110-00-240-5943 knife. Locking screwdriver, with saw cut Zytel grips. The 2.375” blade is 440C stainless with a hardness of 58-60 HRC. Made in USA. Closed length 3.375”, weighs 2.5 oz.

*HC3632  $46*

**MILITARY SCOUT KNIFE**
The classic old US Navy Sailor’s Knife is open, 4.25” and weighs 5.1 oz. Made in Rhode Island of stainless steel, Rockwell 58-60. Has an injection molded Zytel handle with solid bolster construction and brass pins & liners. The back half of the non-locking and heavy blade is serrated for tough stuff. Ideal for hunting, camping, and all around use. Length closed: 4.5” and weighs 5.1 oz.

*HC1757  $55*

**BÖKER TRENCH KNIFE 1915 LIMITED EDITION**
In 1915 Böker was commissioned by the Ministry of War to develop a compact combat knife that was ideally suited for precisely this purpose. The true-to-the-original Böker Trench Knife has a stainless-steel blade made of C75. This carbon steel with an enormous edge retention requires appropriate care today, as it did then. The massive stainless-steel cross guard, the old official tang stamp on the blade, the ribbed wood handle and the authentic sheath made of high-quality leather are also part of the original equipment. The knives are marked with a serial number. 10” long, 5.75” blade, 5.8 oz.

*BO918  $229*

**BOB09DD6  $89**

**BÖKER URBAN TRAPPER G-10**
The original model of the Urban Trapper from Brad Zinker has quickly developed into one of the most popular gentleman’s knives from Böker Plus. The extremely low-profile and slender design is cool, but what’s really unique about this pocket knife is its combination of refined materials such as VG-10, titanium and an IKBS hinge. This newer version offers additional scales on the titanium handle, which provides a slightly fuller grip feel while still maintaining its slender look. Total Length: 7.7” weighs 1.8 oz.

*BO01BO732  $109*

**GENUINE US NAVY SAILOR’S KNIFE**
Made in Rhode Island this sailor’s knife is made of 440C stainless steel. Rockwell 58-60. Has an injection molded Zytel handle with solid bolster construction and brass pins & liners. The back half of the non-locking and heavy blade is serrated for tough stuff. Ideal for hunting, camping, and all around use. Length closed: 4.5” and weighs 5.1 oz.

*HC1668  $49*

**ITALIAN ARMY-NAVY POCKET KNIFE**
This is an authentic Italian Army-Navy Pocket Knife, issued to the Italian soldiers in 1960’s. Has a 2.5” sheep’s foot rope & rigging blade and a cap lifter/can opener blade. The center liner extends out to function as a screw driver. Lanyard loop on the end. Checkered plastic handles, comfortable to grip. 4” closed.

*ST538  $27*
Lollygagging Summon Bell

Whether it’s calling the family to supper, the kids back to classes after recess, or whenever you want to summon those who are lollygagging without regard for the time, this bell will do the job with its beautiful, loud-as-hell peal! Loud as hell, but with a very pleasant tone. (Lots of bells these days may look okay, but usually sound poorly). Crafted in Connecticut by a company that’s been in the business of making only bells since 1832! That’s a lot of bells and loads of experience. Cast of solid brass, with a 5”Ø, with a cast iron clapper. The handle is a turned hard wood, topped with a brass finial. Made in the U.S.A. The overall dimensions: 9.25” x 5”, 1 lb 3.1 oz. SSDH $69

Karesuando Cutlery, Sweden
Karesuando is where the eponymous knife-maker set-up shop, making what we consider to be the finest knives made anywhere in this world. And although they work in carbon, stainless, Damascus, and powder steel, their recommendation is the Sandvik 12c27 stainless steel, with a hardness of HRC57. Along with reindeer antlers, leather, and the wood from arctic Birches, these are the basic materials. The birch is from tough, mature, wind-blown, trees that rarely exceed six feet in height. All of their cutlery is warranted for ten years. So, why not have the finest?

Karesuando Forest Axe
A very sturdy, small and compact, forest axe, for use in all serious bushwork. Made in northern Sweden with high carbon, black-coated, stainless steel (5CR15MoV), with a hardness of HRC57. The northern beech handle is hand-carved to reduce the risk of slipping from your hand. For extra protection, reindeer leather rope wraps around it. Has an elkhorn butt. A brown leather holster belt loop. Comes with a diamond sharpener in a leather sheath. The perfect tool for all your outdoor needs. 9.5” x 4.5” x .75”, 14.6 oz. KAR4347 $259

Unna Äksu, Hunter’s Axe
So damned sharp and well balanced, you could shave with this lil’ darling. At 9” long and weighing 11.2 oz, the beautiful curly-birch handle mouse with moose bone and reindeer antler, fits your hand perfectly. The stainless steel head shape is the perfect hunter’s tool, for cutting meat, skinning, preparing kindling for the campfire. Comes with a leather belt holster, and a diamond sharpener, all contained in a wooden gift box. No matter how many fine edged weapons you own, you owe yourself this hunting axe! Box size 10.5” x 5” x 1.875”. KAR3638 $299

Filé Outdoors, Filet Knife
Not only do these knives do the job of fileting your catch, they’re beautiful to behold, with a gorgeous curly-birch handle, trimmed with reindeer antler. Knife is 10.875” long, the stiff, stainless blade 6.25”, 2.4 oz. KAR3522 $233

Unna Åksu, Hunter’s Axe

Eldstål, Fire Steel
Beautiful and useful tool that you’ll really appreciate when your matches are soggy! A chunk of 3/8”Ø steel mounted in a decorated reindeer antler handle, with a leather loop. 4” long, weighs 1.6 oz. KAR3588 $49

Karesuando Nallo
Exquisite, small folding knife with locking blade, hand-made in the bitter cold reaches of northern Sweden. Made with hardened stainless steel (HRC58) with arctic birch and reindeer handles. Comes with leather sheath and wooden presentation box. 3.5” closed, 6” open, 3.2 oz. Such a gorgeous pocketknife, everyone will want to steal it… KAR3616 $240

Long Twisted Wire Cleaning Brushes
These monster long brushes will help you clean hard-to-get spots. Use them in the kitchen, in the garage, or wherever. We have them in two lengths and diameters. Both are twisted stainless steel with light bristles and thick cotton tips. RS11003 with 6” bristle area, 1.5” Ø, length 47.25” $21.90 SALE! $10
RS21009 with 7” bristle area, 2.5” Ø, length 39.5” $29.90 SALE! $12

Wool Cleaning Brushes (Set of 5)
Five distinct shapes and diameters of cleaning brushes, that should fit most of your needs. All have boar bristles with wool head bundles. Range from 1cm Ø to 5cm Ø and in length from 26cm to 32cm. RS23456 $39.90
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### ORIGINAL VINTAGE SCHOOL-HOUSE SCROLL POSTERS FROM GERMANY

These are fabulous vintage scroll posters dating back to the 40’s and 50’s. In excellent condition and beautifully done on paper over linen. The colors are spectacular and the detail beyond what you’d see today. Any good pupil could get lost in the story of these educational props. They’re huge and would liven up any wall in your house. These were so great we couldn’t pass ‘em up. We only have a few, so you should hurry and get yours now. Each come with a nifty hanging device. They roll up into a neat little package should you want to store them for use down the road. They’re that special.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY, SPARTACUS</td>
<td>46” wide x 31.5” deep</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>SALE! $199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE BRIGADE</td>
<td>HN435</td>
<td>$389</td>
<td>SALE! $289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIP MINE OPERATION</td>
<td>HN171</td>
<td>$389</td>
<td>SALE! $229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SCOTTISH LIGHTHOUSE CLOCK ca 1840

Our last (of three) Scottish lighthouse clock, this one is perhaps the most remarkable. Located in the lightroom, these were used by the keepers for timing watches and maintaining logbooks as directed by the Northern Lighthouse Board, the general authority for Scottish lighthouses since 1786. Made by James Ritchie of Edinburgh around 1840, this timepiece includes an eight-day single train fusee movement surrounded by a heavy brass housing, 20 cm white enamel dial with Roman numerals, inset spirit level, and adjustable feet mounted on a teak plinth. Both the dial and movement are signed by the maker, and the housing features a large engraving in flowing script that reads “Store No. 1” on the front and “NLH Store Spare Timepiece #1” on the back. This clock was purportedly ordered by the family of Robert Louis Stevenson, builders of Scottish lighthouses in the 19th century, and is even nicer than the one in the Museum of Scottish Lighthouses. The movement has been professionally cleaned and this clock is running and keeping time. A beauty through and through, this one will go fast.

- **Dimensions**: 10.5” x 5.5” x 5”
- **Weight**: 42 lbs
- **Price**: $9,999

### DOULTONS IMPROVED FOOT WARMER

Very cool 19th century Royal Doultons of London Improved Foot Warmer. Has original stopper and is made of an English Salt-Glazed stoneware that you fill with hot water, perch your tootsies on it and relax. Or use it as a bed warmer… So toasty, better than a space heater, we think, but after all we’re luddites. This fabulous artifact measures 10.5” x 5.5” x 5”.

- **Dimensions**: 10.5” x 5.5” x 5”
- **Price**: $98

### ANTIQUE WOODEN CIGAR MOULDS

Used throughout the last century in “production,” cigar making in Europe. This useful device permitted a semi-skilled roller to make passably good cigars with less than a year’s practice. It had its roots in Europe some time in the mid 1800’s. Made 20 cigars, measures 22” x 3.5” x 2.5”, weighs 3 lbs 5.7 oz

- **Dimensions**: 22” x 3.5” x 2.5”
- **Weight**: 3 lbs 5.7 oz
- **Price**: $51

### ANTIQUE COPPER SHIPS TEA KETTLE

Wonderful old English copper ship’s kettle or teapot with a flat bottom to keep it from rolling in the high seas. Notice the small neck and the upward pointed spout, both designed to avoid spills; the arched handle and the brass looped handle on the lid. Measures 10.75” Ø x 9” tall to top of handle. In great condition with a few dents as seen in picture above.

- **Dimensions**: 10.75” Ø x 9” tall
- **Weight**: 2.22 lbs
- **Price**: $129

### ANTIQUE COPPER BED WARMER

This is the best copper bed warmer we’ve found so far. For those who are unfamiliar, you fill it with hot water, and then place it into your cold bed in winter-time. Some even move it around like an iron, to spread the heat. Unless you’re a luddite, you can turn on the electric blanket, but we think this is way more fun.

- **Dimensions**: 11.5” x 7.75” x 4.75”
- **Weight**: 2.22 lbs
- **Price**: $98

### ANTIQUE WOODEN CIGAR MOLDS

Used throughout the last century in “production,” cigar making in Europe. This useful device permitted a semi-skilled roller to make passably good cigars with less than a year’s practice. It had its roots in Europe some time in the mid 1800’s. Made 20 cigars, measures 22” x 3.5” x 2.5”, weighs 3 lbs 5.7 oz

- **Dimensions**: 22” x 3.5” x 2.5”
- **Weight**: 3 lbs 5.7 oz
- **Price**: $51
RUSSIAN HAIR CLIPPERS
Brand-new, in the original box, in cosmoline! Even the Russian instruction sheet is still enclosed... When the power grid goes down, or the power company shuts you off, you can still maintain that well-groomed look, by having your loved one dutifully cut your hair. Ergonomically formed handles to avert carpo-tunnel syndrome, these clippers function with a very positive mechanical action. Has an adjustable stroke. 6” x 1.75”, 5.2 oz  RS1110 $45

GENTLEMAN’S HAIR BRUSH
A classic shape for a man’s hair brush. Feels nice in your hand with a notch for better holding. Made of oiled pear wood, with 10-rows of soft, dark bristles. 4.33” long R766620 $39.

GENTLEMAN’S HAND-SAWN HORN COMB
Exquisite, genuine horn, hand-crafted from start to finish, displaying wonderful colors. The tine spacing is the same throughout. Chuck that old hard-rubber Ace, and live a little... 6” x 1.25” R766620 $39.

BUBALUS BUBALIS MOUSTACHE COMB
Yeah, after your shave, you may as well comb out your ‘stache, and be fit for society again. Hand-sawn from horn, each is unique in shape. This is a real beauty! 3.5” x 1” R766609 $19.

BARBER’S BRUSH
Fabulous brush for your in-home barber shop. Extra long light boar bristles in untreated beech handle, makes it easy for the barber to rid your neck and shirt of those itchy hair clippings. 5.25” tall. R641012 $29.

STRAIGHT RAZOR “SAVAGE”
Limited Edition Completely handmade with buffalo horn handle and hand-forged blade, in a very limited edition. Fully hollow ground and burnished, in the traditional “Wall & Taillen” method, and heat and hardness treated. Good for generations of use, with care. 6.5” folded, 5.75” blade WARAS1110 $429

WALDMIN-SAAM, SOLINGEN GERMANY
These barber shears both have PVD-coatings on a titanium-aluminum nitride base, making them extremely hard and sharp, for probably a lifetime’s use. This coating also provides anti-allergic protection from the nickel contained in the steel. Makes your wish your barber used something as fine as these!

TITANIUM BARBER SHEARS
Just in time for you to rid your mates of their Covid19 “lock-down locks.” These will last you a lifetime of precise mop-chopping. 5.5” long WA8417 $166.

TITANIUM THINNING SHEARS
Who ever said “lock-downs” were boring! After you’ve done the long hair, you’ll want to use these fine thinning shears to finish up the job. With a bit of practice you could turn pro... 5.5” long WA8300 $140.

TUSCANY LEATHER DUSCH KIT
Really nice Dusch Kits must be heading off to extinction. Even Hans Baier struggles to get decent ones. But this one is surely a winner! Made of gorgeous, supple, pebble-grained leather, with a full water-repellant sewn in lining. Big brass zipper with long pull on top, with another zippered compartment inside. Made in Italy. 9” x 5” x 6.5”, ~12 oz HBE12054 $159

SILVER-POINT BADGER BRUSH
Here’s Hans Baier’s every day quality, 100% badger hair brush. Wonderful for cleaning delicate models, machinery and whatever. We use them all the time here in our shop. 2” bristle with 2” ivory plastic handle. HBE563161 $45

BEARD BRUSH
Now that hirsute style is back in vogue, you may as well groom your face too. This great three-row beard brush is made of oiled pear wood with stiff boar bristles, to tame your own bristles. 5.5” long R701203 $26.

WOUND & TATTOO BALM
Made for your tattoos, but also great for chopped and cracked skin, minor cuts, sunburn, bruises, minor skin irritations, insect bites, etc. My fingers, especially my thumb, cracks all the time, and it hurts! I have used many creams, none worked. Then I tried this balm, and like magic, over night, all better. Made with: virgin olive oil, St John’s wort, calendula, comfrey, bee’s wax, vitamin E, and essential oils. All organic, of course. You must try this, at least once! 3.5” x 1” tube BHTT $26.

NOSE HAIR SCISSORS
Nicely satin finished, blunt-tipped nose hair scissors. Also good for tending to youngsters. Safety first... 3.5” x 1.5” WA4330R $72.

SPECIAL WHISKER SCISSORS
Interesting matte tempered, stainless scissors, with 1.875” blades, and blunted points, so you may safely trim into ears. 5.25” x 2” HBE13103 $29

AUTOMATIC TWEEZERS, EPILMATIC
Terrific tool. Grasp between thumb and index finger and squeeze the object of your irritation... apply more pressure (without having let go), and shazaaam, it plucks itself! The tension is adjustable. 3.5” long WA650 $59.

BEARD BRUSH
We’re pleased to offer the first whisker brush with a sense of humor! Shaped like a moustache, made of oiled beechn wood with stiff, natural boar bristles. Small, fits your pocket, but really does the job. 3.25” long R701209 $24.
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RAZOR STROPS  Finally a set of strops made in the USA. Not just “made,” but beautifully made! Whether you use throw-away razors, safety razors, or of course, straight razors, these are for you. Gorgeous leather with a suede and a smooth side, with a large handle, and nickel-plated hardware. Comes in 2 sizes. HBE23122 $16

MINI SHAVING BRUSH  1.75” long. R641075 $7

SHAVING BRUSH STAND  This stand will hold your shaving brush and razor. Made of nickel-plated brass. 5” x 3.25” x 2.5”. HBE21312 $32

DELUXE HANS BAIER SHAVING BRUSH  Beautifully thick silver point badger hair shaving brush with a wooden handle. Handmade by one of the last artisans in the business. 2” bristle length, overall 3.75”. HBE53772 $96

SAPONE DURO DA BARBA SHAVING SOAP WITH STAINLESS BOWL  Two of the same fine shaving soaps, contained in a stainless steel bowl. Two 2.3oz cakes of soap in a 3.5” Ø x 1.25” stainless steel bowl. HBE17953 $49

SAPOINE DURO DA BARBA SHAVING SOAP  This century old formula has a wonderful aroma and will make your heart laugh in the morning when you prepare your shave. Perfect for virtually all skin types. 2.3oz of soap in 3” Ø tin. HBE17952 $15

ERSEN SOLINGEN STRAIGHT RAZOR  Hans Baier gets the entire Ersen production of these, the finest carbon steel, hollow-ground, Solingen blades made. These superior blades come with plain plastic handles, because why waste your money on handles!

RAZOR STAND  Terrific little stand to let your razor dry out after use. Made of heavy formed and chromed wire, 3.75” x 2” x 2”. HBE23122 $16

HANS BAIER WET SAFETY BLADES  Ten of Solingen’s finest, stainless steel, rust-free, ice-hardened, with teflon coating blades. HBE29001 $15

DR. DITTMAR’S HUNGARIAN MOUSTACHE WAX  Hungarians always insist on a little perfume, so the “Original Ungarische Bartwiche” although colorless, and reliably holding moustache wax, comes with Vanilla scent. Comes in a 16ml jar, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17975 $19

DR. DITTMAR’S BAVARIAN MOUSTACHE WAX  This “Original Bayernsche Bartwiche” is the best, colorless, unscented, and reliably holding moustache wax made! Comes in a 20ml tube, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17976 $22

BLOC D’ALUN  When you knock yourself, moisten a corner of this alum block, apply, and the bleeding stops. Made in France. HBE17915 $18

TONIC  Mosty herbal with vitamin B5 panthenol. As it sez on the label: After every Shave. No more burn, and you don’t sink like a French ho. It has only a very slight, yet pleasant medicinal smell. 100ml. HBE17977 $49

PAIR OF TINY FUNNELS  Amazingly handy spun aluminum tool, to decant perfumes or the like from one bottle to your atomizer... 1” x .625”Ø x .125”Ø. HBE6352 $11

RAZOR HANDLE  With extra long, somewhat stiffer, 2.5” silver point bristles. A true shaving delight. Elsewhere this fabulous shaving brush would cost twice as much! Comes in beautiful wooden box. HBE54583 $169

MOUSTACHE WAX  This “Original Ungarische Bartwiche” although colorless, and perfumed, so the “Original Ungarische Bartwiche” although colorless, and reliably holding moustache wax, comes with Vanilla scent. Comes in an 85ml jar, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17916 $59.20

RAZOR STAND  Terrific little stand to let your razor dry out after use. Made of heavy formed and chromed wire, 3.75” x 2” x 2”. HBE23122 $16

CELLA CLASSICA DAL 1899  This world standard since 1899...! 5.2 fl oz. HBE17980 $23

DR. DITTMAR’S HUNGARIAN MOUSTACHE WAX  Hungarians always insist on a little perfume, so the “Original Ungarische Bartwiche” although colorless, and reliably holding moustache wax, comes with Vanilla scent. Comes in a 16ml jar, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17975 $19

HANS BAIER WET SAFETY BLADES  Ten of Solingen’s finest, stainless steel, rust-free, ice-hardened, with teflon coating blades. HBE29001 $15

DR. DITTMAR’S BAVARIAN MOUSTACHE WAX  This “Original Bayernsche Bartwiche” is the best, colorless, unscented, and reliably holding moustache wax made! Comes in a 20ml tube, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17976 $22

MANCHURIAN BADGER - SILVER POINT BRUSH  This is truly the magnum-opus of shaving brushes! The finest we’ve ever encountered. Made by our friend Hans Baier in Germany, it has our usual 2” ivory plastic handle, with extra long, somewhat stiffer, 2.5” silver point bristles. A true shaving delight. Elsewhere this fabulous shaving brush would cost twice as much! Comes in beautiful wooden box. HBE54583 $169

MONU-MOISTURE CREAM  This cream is the best, colorless, unscented, and reliably holding moustache wax, comes with Vanilla scent. Comes in a 85ml jar, made with the finest, non-toxic ingredients. HBE17916 $59.20
MINERVA SWISS ARMY WATCHSTOP Watch stainless steel case. Swiss military shield on face under Minerva logo. Crown stopper partially recessed into case for protection. 60 second chapter ring with 30 minute register at the 12 o’clock position. **All mechanical, 7 jewels movement. 2.5” x 2.5” x .875” $248 $149**

**HEUER SWISS ARMY WATCHSTOP**
Fabulous 30 seconds sweep, with a second inner dial counting the minutes, indi-cated by a red hand. The watch has a 7-jewels mechanical movement. Steel, encased in heavy plastic outer cover. 3.25” x 2.25” x .875” We have 1 ea Red, 1 ea Grey SK203 $109

**ITALIAN OFFICER’S CHAMPAGNE GLASS** Absolutely gorgeous glasses that has the insignia etched on it. Fabulous!
Set of Four! SW100 $43

**CARL ZEISS JENA (GDR) MC BIO-METAR F2/800MM** Min. focusing distance 100cm; 58mm filter mount; 2.8-22 aperture; 8 blades; weighs 260 gr. As new! JB121 Pentax 6x6 $79 SALE $39

**SWISS ARMY STAINLESS OVAL PAN**
Built of very heavy stainless steel, for those burley Swiss lads to toss around. 14.5” x 10.5” NS148D [Mirror dish] SALE $29

**2.5X PLASTIC PENDANT LOUPE**
45mm plastic lens and frame 2.5” x 2” SA105B $4

**GERMAN TAVERN GAMBLING AUTOMATA**
Uses old Deutscher-Marks. And although they are wired for 220VAC, a small transformer will make them work here. Analog, and complete with mounting brackets. Has chip on left hand side that is only cosmetic. Cannot ship to Hawaii or Alaska. 20.75” x 8.5” x 28” HH011 $389 SALE $349

**SWISS ANTIQUE FOLDING CANDLE LANTERN**
Fabulous stainless steel and with mica lenses, fold-flat candle lantern from the 1920's. Much copied, but this is the original and the best; no knock-off crap! No cases.
7.5” x 4” NS038 $99 SALE $89

**OLYMPIA TYPEWRITER**
We just unearthed this last typewriter in our warehouse. Absolutely beautiful in pristine condition. This is a 12 1/2” x 12 1/2” x 5”, 14.5 lbs TYS $169

**STAINLESS STEEL FORCEPS**
Beautiful, matte finish forceps that mea-sure about 11” long. These would be great for hobbyist or tying fishing flies. LTM33 $16

**RUSSIAN MABUTO JUMP HELMET**
Made of heavy cotton outer material, with shearing lining. Tight fitting, with a wide chinstrap. One size fits most RSO09 $65

**SOVIET MILITARY SHROUD KNIFE**
4.75” (closed) 8” (overall). Assorted Colors as available
 Sold Out $29 SALE $19

**MECHANICAL TIMEPIECE INFORMATION**
All Timepieces we sell are mechanical, unless otherwise noted. Mechanical means either manual-wind or automatic (self-winding). Being mechanical devices, they’ll never have the dead-on accuracy of quartz or atomic clocks/watches. That simply isn’t possible… How active you are, how you place your watch on the nightstand, temperature, and magnetic fields, all argue against perfection! If your Timepiece gains a few seconds/ minutes over a noticeable period, try laying it out differently at night when you take it off. Face down; face up; on left edge; on right edge. If you use a watch winder, all bets are off, and you’ll have to re-set the time manually.
In order to get the proper power reserve out of a mechanical watch, (typically 38-42 hrs), you must first fully wind the mainspring, gently! You’ll feel it tighten up before it’s fully wound. If you get the watch back from the repair facility, all arguments against perfection are eliminated. Stopping at the 38-42 hr mark could mean a watch is not working properly, and needs to be fixed before being worn again. We would not recommend winding this to 38-42 hrs, due to the risk of damaging the watch and potentially losing the proper power reserve.

**WATCH PURCHASE POLICY**
As of 1 November 2013, we will not accept any returns of any Timepieces after a customer’s inspection period of five (5) days from the ship date. Hence, a 5 Day Return Policy. Here’s why… We ship all new Timepieces, fully inspected and running properly by our knowledgeable staff. The Timepieces are fully wound-up, and set for the customer’s local time, and sent per 2-Day express/insured service, so you should have plenty of time to either Love or Hate it… So please don’t wear/carry the timepiece for a week, or more, risk banging it against doorframes, or whatever, and then expect us to take it back! If you Hate it, simply return it, unused and un-used, at your cost. (We suggest insuring it for its full value). All new Timepieces sold by us are guaranteed by the Makers for 24 months, and therefore all warranty claims are handled by the Makers, or their authorized repair facilities, not us. Each Timepiece has its respective certificate instruction warranty card or booklet with it. There you will find the addresses and telephone numbers of the Makers. Remember: taking the Timepiece to an unauthorized repair facility voids all warranties!

**FASTER DELIVERY SUR-CHARGES**
As much as we want to make things simple, it has become impossible in today’s world. So, if you want Expedited (3 biz days), Express (2 biz days) or Overnite or Saturday (where avail) service, you must call us to get a quote on the additional freight charges, which are added to the Standard S&H charges listed in the table to the left. Please bear in mind that certain oversize and overweight items must go via a surface trucking line — and there it helps you price-wise if you can have it sent to a commercial address, preferably with a loading dock! (Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, and other outlying U.S. Possessions may get very expensive—so make sure you talk with us, first, before ordering…)
Fabulous DDR Officer Parade Dagger

Sensational, newly made reproduction of an East German officer’s dagger. Comes complete with a very ornate sheath and exquisite belt. Obviously for parade and ceremonial use. Expensive but worth it! Measures 15.5” long  ST1541229  $359